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Virginia Appeals Court Awards
Lesbian Mother Custody
By Larry O‘Dell
Associated Press Writer

regain custody of Tyler has been
draining, but "he makes it all worth
the fight."
Richard Ryder, an attorney for
the boy‘s grandmother, said the rul—
_ing will be appealed to the Virginia
Supreme Court. "I thinkit‘s a trag—
edy as far as the boy Tyler is con—
cerned to put him back in that
environment," he said.
In his decision, Coleman said a
child cannot be taken from a parent
"based on proof that the parent is

RICHMOND, Va. (AP) — A
Lesbian regained custody of her son
June 21 when a state appeals court
ruled that the woman‘s sex life—
though illegal under Virginia law —
does not make her an unfit parent.
«__ "A parent‘s private sexual con—
duct, even if illegal, does not create
a presumption of unfitness," Judge —
NV
eman III wrote in the 3—
O DY
Appeals panel.
condu

§
|
'
In the case closely watched by — some to be deviant" unless there is a
—> Gayrights groups, Circuit Judge ~ substantial threat of harm.
Buford M. Parsons last year awarded —
Psychologists who testified in the
custody of 2—year—old Tyler Doustou September custody hearing
de—
to Sharon Bottoms‘ mother, Kay scribed Tyler as happy and well—ad—
Bottoms. The judge said Sharon justed and Sharon Bottoms as a
Bottoms was an unfit mother be— loving mother. She and the boy‘s
cause she and her live—in lover en— father are divorced, and hehas not
gaged in oral sex, a "crime against been involved in raising Tyler.
nature" in Virginia.
Paula Ettelbrick, director of pub—
At a news conference, Sharon lic policy for the National Center for
Bottoms said she "screamed and Lesbian Rights, praised the ruling.
cried and was really happy" when
"The court‘s decision follows
she learned of the ruling. She said what is logical in this particular case
her lover, April Wade, also cried and most Lesbian custody cases, and
when she heard the news.
that is the unrefuted evidence that
— Bottoms, 24, said the effort to
See Custody on page 4

NEW YORK (AP) — Bruce
Hayes and Diane Gabe are swim—
mers. He‘s a 31—year—old Olympic
gold medalist; she‘s a 51—year—old
mother who has never raced before.
But each was in Gay GamesIV, a
competition so inclusive that it in—
cludes female wrestling and same—
sex pairs figure skating.
However unusual, the games
form one of the world‘s largest ath—
letic events. More than 10,000 ath—
letes from 43 nations were entered
in 31 events at 42 locations around
the metropolitan area.
The games were expected to at—
tract as many as 500,000 spectators
and pump $110 million into the lo—
cal economy.
They were open to all —Gay and
straight, male and female, graceful
and clumsy. But most participants
were Gay or Lesbian, including a 13—
year—old Gay Belgian whose parents
were letting him swim, and some
HIV—positive athletes who needed
special government permission to
enter the United States.
Now, to raise a question that has
occurred to many New Yorkers over
the past month: Why have a Gay

Audrey May and Meristem Friends with Memphis City flag
Games?
f
Gabe, a Los Angeles pediatrician,
To challenge limp—wrist stereo— is half of a mother—daugh
ter team.
types and boost competitors‘ self—es— Her 26—year—old daughte
r, Nancy
teem, organizers say.
:
Forney, came with other members
At most international competi— of her Seattle Gay
swim team, the
tions, Hayes said, "There is a real Orcas.
locker room mentality ... where Gay
"This is just a real kick," said
bashing is routine. I can‘t think of Gabe, who swam with
other mem—
anyone who has been openly Gay bers of her 50—to0—
54 age group. "I
when they were an Olympian. I cer— never expected to
do anything like
tainly never told anyone— I was too this."
scared of my teammates‘ reaction."
Forney said her mother was "kind
Hayes set a world masters record of worried that she‘s
not competed
in the this year‘s 800 meter freestyle before. But that‘s
the nice thing
and has won six gold medals in the about the Games.
Part of what it‘s
Gay Games.
See Gay Games on page 28

It‘s Clinton vs. Clinton
By Jill Lawrence
AP Political Writer

"Bill Clinton isn‘t prejudiced
with outpourings of emotional and
financial support — nearly $6 mil— against Gay people. He‘s the most
lion fromHattaway‘s political action supportive president we‘ve ever
WASHINGTON (AP) — The: committee alone.
had," said Hattaway. —
—
"don‘t ask, don‘t tell" bargain Presi—
The current awkward course was
Gay Clinton supporters hardly _
dent Clinton struck last year under expected to find his administration set last summer when Clinton settled
pressure from Congress and the mili— arguing, as it did last week, that re— for a military policy under which
tary has come to this: His principles storing Cammermeyer to duty "is officers were not supposed to ask
on Gay rights issues are under con— likely to have adverse effects on the anyone‘s sexual orientation or search
tinuing attack by his own adminis— ability of the military to maintain out people they thought might be
tration.
morale, efficiency and mission fo— Gay. Gay troops were not supposed
The arguments a federal judge cus."
to disclose their orientation.
made recently in ordering the
But as judges have declared it
Equally chagrined are Clinton
reinstatment of a Gay military nurse backers who ended up with jobs at unconstitutional or discriminatory to
sounded eerily like the eloquent anti— the White House and Justice Depart— dismiss Gay personnel, the Clinton
The Shout Heard ‘Round
discrimination declarations of can— ment. "There‘s been a lot of grin— administration has found it difficult
didate Clinton.
§
ning and bearing it," said one to draw a line between the old ban
The World
as
But in mid—June, Clinton‘s Jus— department official. "It hasn‘t been and the new compromise.
by Vincent Astor
wich Village, p\articularly. This tice Department appealed the easy."
Officials concluded attacks on the
event was different in that there were judge‘s decision and asked that the
Clinton had pledged during his old system were bound to undermine
Thousands of Gays, Lesbians, major events throughout the week of highly decorated nurse — Col.
campaign to end the military‘s ban the new. Thus people who thought
Bisexuals and Transgender persons June 18—26 and the economic impact Margarethe Cammermeyer — be on Gay service members. While ac— they would be fighting discrimina—
all but covered Manhattan during the from our community was felt as permanently ousted from the Na—
tivists are distressed about the cur— tion instead are fighting its alleged
days of Gay Games 4 and Stonewall never before. Venues from stadiums tional Guard.
rent state of affairs, they say it‘s the victims in no less than 10 cases dat—
25. From the airport to the subway, to small watering holes were rented
"It‘s got to be an embarrassment only blemish on Clinton‘s record.
ing from the days of the ban, plus an—
from Yankee Stadium to Greenwich and/or filled by Gays and Lesbians — for the administration," says Doug
In fact, within days of appealing other fourfiled since it was modified.
Village, from the United Nations to during all hours for over a week. Hattaway, spokesman for the Hu— the Cammermeyer decision, the Jus—
Administration officials "under—
the Stonewall Inn, we fulfilled our Though numbers at large political man Rights Campaign Fund. "We tice Department issued a broad stand they basically lost the issue,"
famous brag—we were everywhere. events continue to be under—esti— can only hope the courts in the end policy permitting homosexuals per— said Rep. Barney Frank, D—Mass.,
New York is accustomed to large mated, the financial impact is ines— take care of it."
_.
secuted in other countries for their one of two publicly Gay members
numbers of us, especially during capable.
The Gay community responded sexual orientation to seek asylum in of Congress. In his own view, "the
See Stonewall 25 on page 13 to Clinton‘s presidential candidacy the United States.
Pride celebrations in June; Green—
See Analysis on page 28
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Tact

By Mike Morgan
TJN National News Editor —
Why is it that I getso pissed nearly every
time I see a Gay parade or event on TV? I
don‘t know which anoys me more, the people
who dress and act so outrageously or the cam—
era operators and producers that choose these
shots that portray us as such fools.
All I know is that every time I see this kind
of thing, my blood pressure shoots up about
20 points and all I can think about is thatall
my energy and effort spent convincing my
straight friends and co—workers that we are
quite normal and ordinary is being under—
mined. That they are thinking I am the excep—
tion rather than the rule—that I must be a
"regular" guy in a sea ofweirdos. I sometimes
wonderif they think "How can he be around
people like that all the time?"
I have never been one to stifle self—expres—
sion and there will probably be many who will
blast me out of the water for feeling as I do
and saying so, but we have to recognize the
difference between fantasy and reality and
between Gay social behavior and public be—
havior that should be geared towards winning
us our rights. For example, no Black man ever
won any respect by getting on TV and acting
like a stereotype, especially early in their

movement before they had any rights or cred—
ibility.
I‘m not saying there will never be a time
when wearing sequined dresses or leather
chaps and harnesses in a parade will be ap—
propriate, but that time is not now.
I‘m saying this because I work in the tele—
vision media and know all too well the kinds
of colorful and outrageous imagesproducers
like to useand the kinds of word plays and
puns the writers like to write in order to get
and hold the attention of their viewers. This
became painfully obvious to me as I watched
O.J. Simpson being chased by a dozen police
cars and 10 times that many media vans and
helicopters down the freeway into L.A. the
other day.
Sometimes I think that many of these

people who dress and act so wildly at parades
have an insatiable desire for attention and to
be on center stage. As one writer for this pa—
per so aptly put it , "I could get just as much
respect if I painted a target on my ass and ran
naked up the street with a dildo in my hand."
On the other hand, I sometimes think this
behavior is born of bitterness and that this is
some people‘s way of saying, "Fuck you,
America! I hope I offend you because I don‘t
care what you think of me!"
Either way, I don‘t think these people re—
ally have our movement in mind when they
show up for these events. It‘s all a lot of grand—
standing in my opinion.
So which one pisses me off more, the me—
dia or the freaks? I think it would be the me—
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Opinions expressed in editorials and
commentaries are those of the authors
dia because in their quest for controversial and
captivating imagery and the real bottom line...
ratings, they are eclipsing the majority of us
by showing the world only the fringe element.
This is a very critical time in our history,
folks. In the past year we have come very close
to getting some of the things we want. I can—
not help but think that the images seen on TV,
which seem to represent the majority of us as
bizarre individuals, have held us back.
~ No wonder so many people are still scared
to come out. Who would want to be associ—
ated with such weirdness?
Now I don‘t want to exclude anyone from
our movement but when do the rest of us get
to have a little limelight? How do we get the
media to represent us cross—sectionally and
show us regular people as the majority we truly
are?
The truth is the camera will always land on

dreams, fears and griefs that they do. The worst
way to win someone is to try to force your
differences upon them.
This is human rights we ‘re talking about,
not straight, Gay, Lesbian, Transgender,
Transvestite, Leather, African American,
Asian...etc. rights. We have to realize what we
‘all have in common before we can come to—
gether and celebrate our differences.
We have much work to do, but we can win
the hearts and minds of America. I personally
believe that most of our gains have been
through one—on—one conversations with oth—
ers, by revealing ourselves to our friends,
neighbors and co—workers, by participating in
their lives and inviting them to share in ours.
As for parades and rallies, I have my doubts
about their efficacy especially the way they
play on TV.
I do not mean to trivialize anyone‘s
the colorful and ﬂamboyant and ignore the — efforts and contributions to the community. I
ordinary. And what is the parade or rally all only wish for people to think twice about what
about? Is it to see who can get the most atten— we can reasonably expect straight America to
tion for themselves or is it to show the world accept and embrace. If we put the highest pri—
that we are much like they are, to gain accep— ority on them accepting simply the Gay and
tance, to show our humanity and make people Lesbian issue and behave and portray our—
relate to us.
selves in public in a way that is palatable to
If I were about to start stickinglabels on America‘s admittedly rather bland tastes then
myself,the first and foremost would be "hu. acceptance for all of our other cultural sub_
man being." All others would be superfluous. groups will slowly fall into place.
It seems to me the best way to win friends or
Be patlent myfriends. Tactfulness is the s
. allies is to show them youhave the samehopes, .. key, g

The Triangle Journal News weclomes let—
tersfrom its readers. Letters should be as short
as possible and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, punctuation and style. No attempt
will be made to alter the content of a letter.
Letters should be signed, but names will be
witheld on request. Anonymous letters will not
bepublished. Sendyour letters to the Triangle
Journal News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN
38111—0485 or fax to (901) 454—1411.
I would like to applaud Michael Einspranjer‘s
letter in last month‘s Triangle Journal and his
comments at the Pride Rally. I have some simi—
lar comments and observations to make about
our "community"‘ — or lack of it. First, how—
ever, I want to thank thosewho orgamzed and
participated in the rally. I know from experience
that it is easy to criticize others. My comments
are not directed at those who have been doing
their part (and more).
Unfortunately, too many people limit their
participation in the Gay and Lesbian "commu—
nity" to going out to the bars on Friday and Sat—
urday nights. Consider the amount of money we
(I am guilty too!) throw away each weekend on
cover charges and drinks. Contrast this with
the amount of money we give to Gay and Les—
bian organizations ... think about it.
:
Gay and Lesbian organizations—those who
are fighting in the trenches against the religious
and political Right—are starving for money and
members. How embarrassing it must be for the
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, for ex—
ample, who claim to represent 5 to 10% of the
American population, to have less than 10,000
dues—paying members.
Compare where we invest our money and
time with that of the Religious Right. Every week
they passaround the collection plate and collect
contributions from their people to fight against

Gay and Lesbian rights.Through grassroots or—
ganizing, they have effectively taken over the
Republican Party and are organizing their people
to win elections for those who support their
agenda. They collect enough money to build their
own TV networks, to financially reward those
who support them, to run their own political can—
didates, to put ads in newspapers and magazines.
They are very visible to their political represen—
tatives—not hiding in their closets making ex—
cuses. Their hard work and sacrifice have paid
off.
We could do the same. We cannot expect
political candidates to support us when we do
not make it necessary for them to do so. We
cannot win this war until and unless we start in—
vesting our money and time in fighting back.
Let‘s stop wasting our money enriching a few
businessmen who exploit us without reinvest—
ing our money back into our community. I sug—
gest that we sacrifice a night or two a month of
drinking and dancing and send that money to a
Gay orLesbian organization instead. Every Gay
man and Lesbian should contribute to one local
or state Gay organization and at least one na—
tional organization.
Here are some organizations you should con—
sider supporting:
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Cen—
ter: P.O. Box 41074, Memphis TN 38174
Tennessee Gay & Lesbian Alliance
(TGALA): P.O. Box 41305, Nashville, TN
37204
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force: 1734
14th St NW, Washington DC 20009.
Human Rights Campaign Fund: 1012 14th
St NW #607, Washington DC 20005.
There are many others —just look inthe di—
rectory in this paper. Many organizations also
need volunteers. Do your part!
f
Jim Maynard
Memphis
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Judge Issues Restraining

Unsanctioned ‘Gay Day‘

Order Against Sodomy Law

Held At Disney World

NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Louisiana officials were forbidden
by a district judge from enforcing
the state‘s so—called "sodomy"
statute after a group of Lesbian and
Gay citizens filed suit to have it
declared unconstitutional.
The law in question makes it a
felony in Louisiana to engage in
oral and anal sex with another per—
son or with an animal. The statute
is defined as a crime of violence.
The temporary restraining or—
der granted June 13 by Giarrusso
— during a secret hearing in her
chambers — was a victory for ho—
mosexuals, said attorney John D.
Rawls, one of several Gay people
who opposed the Crime Against
Nature ordinance in court Mon—
day.
"This law is not there to en—
force," he said. "It‘s there to make
a nasty statement about Lesbian

and Gay people."
District Attorney
Harry
Connick objected to the restrain—
ing order, but would not say why,

Rawls said.
Rawls said that simply admit—
ting one is homosexual is enough
to warrant an arrest under the or—
dinance. "You cannot separate the
sodomy statute from Lesbian or
Gay activity," he said.
The statute "is an excuse that
is being usedto keep Lesbians and
Gay men from having partial cus—
tody of their children," and apply—
ing for state jobs, he said.
Rawls said that heterosexuals
are also fair game for the statute,
but that it "will never be used
against them."
Twenty—three states still have
the statute, said Rawls. Before
1970, all 50 states had the law.

852 S. Cooper« (901) 272—2853
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Custody1
continuedfrompage
sexual
orientationdoesnotmakea
parentu
nfBarbee,
it," shesaid.president of the
Walt
Springfield,Va.—basedFamilyFoun—
dation,
saidofthe
rulistepng, "Weare
witnessing
another
in andthe
gradual
degradation
deconstruction
of American soci—
ety."KayBottoms,43,had

LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla. Mouse shirts.
"The purpose of the day is for
(AP) — Walt Disney World
posted signs in ticket windows our community to get together and
alerting visitors to the fourth an— have a good time and show the
nual "Gay Day" celebration at the people attending the park that
we‘re just like everyone else," or— —
Magic Kingdom.
The event, June 5, which was ganizer Richard Sullivan told the
not sponsored by Disney, drew a newspaper.
alleged that
Not everyone agreed.
few complaints but no protesters,
her
daughter
occasionally
spanked
"I just saw a couple of blokes
Disney spokeswoman Jane Adams
the
boy
too
hard
and
cursed
in his
holding
hands,"
said
Pete
Milsom,
said.
‘Gay Day‘ has become the un— an English tourist visiting with his presence. Sharon Bottoms denied
official kickoff to local celebra— ~ wife and two children. "To each those allegations.
Parsons had based his decision on
tions of Gay Pride month, which his own, but it‘s not normal."
a
1985
Virginia Supreme Court case
Christian
activists
mounted
a
this year included the Gay Games
media campaign against the event in which a 9—year—old girl was taken
in New York.
from her homosexual father and cus—
Adams could not say exactly in the past few weeks.
tody was awarded to her mother.
David
Caton,
director
of
the
how many participants showed up.
But the appeals court distin—
She said they were treated like any American Family Association,
said his group sent a few guished between the 1985 case and
other tour group.
The proportion of outwardly "nonconfrontational observers" to the Bottoms case, saying the earlier
one had been a dispute between par—
Gay—men and Lesbians made the the Magic Kingdom.
"The best protest comes from ents but that Tyler‘s grandmother
Magic Kingdom‘s streets resemble
those of New York‘s Greenwich all the people from around the had no more legal standing than a
Village or San Francisco‘s Castro country who went to Walt Disney stranger.
The panel also said Tyler had not
District, The New York Times re— World not expecting this kind of
thing," Caton said. "They can go been exposed to as much intimate
ported.
T—shirts decorated with pink tri— back to ‘Hometown USA‘ and tell sexual behavior as the 9—year—old in
angles, a symbol of Gay pride, everybody how offensive it was." the 1985 case. Sharon Bottoms tes—
tified that she occasionally hugged
were nearly as common as Mickey
and kissed her lover in front of Tyler
but did not have sex in his presence.
Bottoms‘ lawyer, Donald K. But—
ler, said the custody transfer will take
place in about two weeks, after Par—
‘6 CARPET
sons signs the appeals court order.
Meanwhile, Parsons‘ order giv—
ing Sharon Bottoms limited visita—
tion rights remains in effect. Less
than six hours after learning of the
ruling, Sharon Bottoms had to turn
the child over to her mother again.
. Sharon Bottoms would not say
whether she would allow her mother
* Steam Clean
visitation rights after custody is
* Pretreat
transferred.
* Deodorizer
"Ill do what‘s in Tyler‘s best in—
* Disinfectant
terests," she said.
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Community Backs AIDS Agency Struck By Fire
BURLINGTON, Vt. (AP) —
Community and religious leaders are
mounting a show of support for an
agency that provides services to
people who have AIDS or HIV a day
after the organization‘s offices were
struck by an arsonist.
And legislators agreed June 8 to
add $25,000 to the state budget to
help Vermont Cares reorganize from
the fire and get its files and records
restored.
The proposal would provide the
money as long as Vermont Cares
raises an equal amount in private
donations to match it.
Vermont Cares is an AIDS ser—
vice organization that provides HIV
and AIDS education to schools and
other groups. The organization also
provides services to people with the
disease and to their friends and fam—
ily members.
A group of Burlington—area reli—
gious leaders conducted a rally in
front of Vermont Cares‘ burned—out
Burlington building, vowing to sup—
port the group and to help it recover.
_ ""We are here to say to the people
of Vermont Cares and the people
Vermont Cares serves, ‘We consider
an attack upon you an attack upon
ourselves. Harm done to you harms
all of us," Rabbi Joshua Chasan

said.
"We might not always agree, but
I tell you this, that I am unalterably
opposed to acts of violence or acts
of intolerance against anybody,"
added the Rev. Kenneth Angell,
bishop of the statewide Roman
Catholic Diocese of Burlington.
Burlington fire investigators have
said the fire that destroyed Vermont
Cares‘ offices almost certainly was
arson, although they are continuing

to investigate.
The fire struck early in the morn—
ing on June 7. No one was injured.
Vermont Cares executive direc—
tor Kate Hill and other staff mem—
bers have begun the task of going
through the rubble and saving what
has not been destroyed.
"We‘re beginning to get more
angry than I have been," she said as
she went through the blackened of—
fices.

Youths Hope Art Will
Raise Lobbying

Funds

WASHINGTON (AP) — A Massachusetts group is hoping artwork
will lead to the creation of a national commission for Gay youth.
The Massachusetts Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Rights plans to
hold an exhibition and sale of artwork by Gay youths to raise funds to
lobby for the commission, which has been proposed by U.S. Rep.
Martin Meehan, D—Mass.
Meehan has introduced a bill, drafted by the coalition, to create a
commission modeled after Republican Gov. William Weld‘s Commis—
sion on Gay and Lesbian Youth.
The commission‘s charges would include developing programs in
schools to support Gay youth, including better training ofteachers and
counselors. Gay youths commit up to 30% of all youth suicides,
advocates say.
<The exhibition, to include poetry, sculpture and painting, is
scheduled for July 13 at a Boston gallery to be named.
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Gay Rights Lobby Goes After New York Senate
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) — Propo—
nents of a Gay and Lesbian civil
rights bill said they are starting a tele—
vision and radio advertising cam—
paign to try and force a state Senate
vote on the measure.
The legislation adds sexual ori—
entation to the list of classes pro—
tected against discrimination by the

fmﬁf‘h

F:

"These commercials are intended
state‘s civil rights law. It would bar
discrimination in housing, employ— to make them address the issue.
Ducking is no longer tolerable,"said
ment and education.
It has passed the state Assembly Dick Dadey, lobbyist for the Empire
two years in a row. But in the Re— State Pride Agenda.
The TV ads, which feature par—
publican—controlled Senate, the bill
ents
of Gay and Lesbian children
was killed in a private GOP confer—
ence last year and hasn‘t been taken asking for the Senate to take a pub—
lic vote on the issue, are being run
up this year.
Z
“aim
f
\J

a
=e
tJ res.
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Camp Sister Spirit
LAUREL, Miss. (AP) — A judge did not rule June 7 after hear—
ing arguments on a lawsuit by 11 Jones County residents who want a
court injunction to block a planned 180—bed retreat by a Lesbian—run
group.
Camp Sister Spirit officials, who want to build the retreat on prop—
erty they own near Ovett in the rural part of the county, had filed a
motion to have the lawsuit dismissed.
Chancery Judge Shannon Clark granted a motion to drop four of
the original 11 residents from the lawsuit, but did not rule on com—
pletely dropping the suit.
Arguments focused on whether the retreat might be considered a
nuisance.
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Gay community can raise enough
money, Dadey said. The current ad—
vertising blitz costs $75,000, he said.
It‘s the first time the Gay and
Lesbian community has taken to the
public airwaves in New York state
with advertising on a political issue,
he said.
John McArdle, Marino‘s spokes—
man, had no comment on the adver—
tising. He said therehas been. no
decision about when, or even if, the
Senate GOP will address the issue.

Judge Did Not Rule on
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now on a Long Island cable televi—
sion station. Poster ads have also
been placed on the Long Island Rail
Road, Dadey said.
That Long Island focus is inten—
tional, since nine of the Senate‘s 35
GOP members, including Majority
Leader Ralph Marino, are from the
island.
Radio ads are being run in Al—
bany. The television advertisements
will be placed on New York City and
Westchester County stations if the

Termination Battle
CARLISLE, Pa. (AP) — In the a personal or business standpoint,"
last five years, Dan Miller has ad— DeMuth said.
Miller started his own firm.
mitted his homosexuality to himself,
his employer and anyone else who DeMuth sued him in 1991 for breach
of contract. Another provision in
was willing to listen.
Now Miller‘s disclosure has Miller‘s contract mandated that he
turned into a court battle with his pay 125% of the business he had
former employer, who fired him be— generated for the firm the year be—
cause he is Gay, then demanded fore if he ever formed a business in
money when he started his own busi— central Pennsylvania.
Last June, a Cumberland County
ness.
Pennsylvania‘s Superior Court is jury ruled that he pay $110,000 to
expected to rule on whether Miller DeMuth. Miller‘s appeal was heard
has to pay his old employer, accoun— June 21.
tant Donald DeMuth, for breach of
Miller‘s case hinges on the argu—
contract in a case expected to influ— ment that any court—ordered enforce—
ence new state and federal protec— ment of the jury‘s award amounts to
"state—based discrimination," Dohrn
tion for Gays and Lesbians.
"Dan‘s case is important," said said. She said that broader legisla—
Beatrice Dohrn, an attorney with tion protecting homosexuals would
Lambda Legal Defense and Educa— have to be enacted to give Miller the
tion Fund, a leading Gay rights or— power to challenge his contract.
"The proposition would be that
ganization. "Even if we lose all the
way up ... we hope that the facts will the state cannot, in its actions, dis—
provide a galvanizing revelation to criminate based on sexual orienta—
people, and they would go on to say tion," she said.
Miller, who in 1990 acted as a
we don‘t want that to happen to
spokesman for the Gay community
people."
DeMuth said he fired Miller in in newspaper articles about Gay—
1990 because Miller had violated a bashing in the Harrisburg area, said
clause in his contract that listed ho— he is following his conscience.
"I just look at myself as an
mosexuality — along with reasons
such as coming to work drunk or American fighting for my civil rights
being charged with a felony as a rea— — which I‘ve been told all Ameri—
cans have," Miller said. "It would
son for termination.
"I find homosexuality personally be a lot harder for me to respect
and morally repugnant and objec— myselfif I had shied away from what
tionable, and it was something I did I felt was the right thing to do." >
not want to be associated with from
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Hi—Tech

Employees

RESEARCH
TRIANGLE
PARK, N.C. (AP) — Young com—
puter and telecommunications firms,
many of which grew up in northern
California, are among the most tol—
erant employers when it comes to
sexual orientation, Gay activists say.
Now the trend toward openness
and tolerance is beginning to reach
into other areas of cutting—edge en—
terprise, including Research Triangle
Park in North Carolina.
In recent years, Gay and Lesbian
employees at RTP have started or—
ganizing — sometimes with com—
pany sanction, sometimes without.
At Northern Telecom Inc. and its
RTP research affiliate, Bell North—
ern Research, workers have formed
a company—sanctioned Gay, Lesbian
and bisexual employee association
with about 300 members, including
many heterosexual supporters.
"With 8,000 people, we encour—
age people to find areas of common
interest," said Edgar Murphy, a com—
pany spokesman of one of the larg—
est employers in RTP.
Smaller groups have formed at
other companies, many of which
have been sympathetic to employee
concerns.
i
MCNC, the state microelectron—
ics center at RTP, and SAS Institute
Inc., a Cary software titan, are
among a number of high—tech heav—
ies that have modified hiring prac—
tices to protect Gays and lesbians.
. Barbara Moore, human resources
manager at MCNC, said her organi—
zation decided to change its non—dis—
crimination policy a year ago, after.
an employee suggested the move.
"For the most part, we have a
very enlightened group of employ—
ees," Moore said. "I don‘t believe
we discriminated against anybody
because of sexual orientation, but
this formalizes the company‘s
policy."
§
David Caudle, a systems devel—

Coming

oper at SAS who is just beginning
to come out to co—workers, said his
company‘s policy means a lot to
him.
"If I felt it was necessary to keep —
silent about my sexuality because I
might be fired, that would surely
impact my productivity for the com—
pany, as well as my emotional well—
being," he told The News &
Observer of Raleigh.
And then there‘s Terry Clark, an
outgoing meteorologist with the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration who worked among
the same small group of researchers
at RTP for almost 20 years.
Most of Clark‘s co—workers did
not learn that he was Gay until an
emotional staff meeting a few years
ago, when he read a memo announc—
ing that he had AIDS.
"He was very concerned about
how people saw him and he didn‘t
want to risk rejection," said Ken
Schere, Clark‘s best friend at the of—
fice and one of the few co—workers
in which he had confided before the
meeting.
Nervous Gays say organizing and
lobbying for protection often means
coming out to colleagues and supe—
riors, some of whom may not ap—
prove of their sexual orientation.
But many, like Clark, have found
that the process is not as difficult as
they expected.
Instead of rejecting him, Clark‘s
colleagues in the small computer
modeling lab rallied around the sci—
entist, donating their own vacation
time so he could be paid as his ill—
ness progressed.
Schere remembers taking faxes
and reports to Clark in the hospital.
"Terry‘s commitment to his work
was keeping him alive," he said. "He
was dragging himself in here at times
when I couldn‘t believe it." .
In January, the 43—year—old re—
searcher died with a group of co—

Out

of Closet

workers at his bedside.
Robert, Clark‘s partner for more
than decade, said he would have died
sooner without the support of his

Living

friends from work.
"The way his colleagues dealt
with his illness was truly remark—
able," he said.

But others are less enthusiastic.
Some RTP Gays and Lesbians say
some co—workers who learn about
their orientation tell them their
lifestyles are immoral — often in
computer messages.
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Coping with a personal crisis
should at least be on your own
terms.
Selling your life insurance policy
can help reduce financial stress
and allow you to regain control
of your personal affairs.
We can help.
Normally, we offer 60 to 80% of
the face value of the policy.
In some instances, we pay more
than 80%. No fees or processing
costs are ever deducted from your

ys

1

(800)

How would you get paid?
Upon accepting our offer, your
money will be placed in an
escrow account* specifically
created for you.
The full amount will be sent
to you no later than 48 hours
after receiving proof of the requested
changes to your policy.
.
At Individual Benefits Inc., we care
how you feel about us. For more
information, please call (anytime):

8003264

Individual Benefits

Inc.

Sensitivity Training Ordered
For Student Senators
WHITEWATER, Wis. (AP) —
A student tribunal has ordered Uni—
versity of Wisconsin—Whitewater
student senators to undergo sensitiv—
ity training or disband on grounds
they discriminated against a Gay stu—
dent group.
The student senators denied the
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student Union
the $900 in student fees it sought after
a lengthy debate at a meeting last year,
but after a protest reversed themselves
and awarded the group $600.
During discussion senators referred
to the union as "immoral" and
"wrong," said Mary Beth Mackin, as—
sistant dean of students at UW—
Whitewater. Grants to the other student
organizations onthe 10,000—student
campus averaged $5,000.
The Gay and Lesbian group had
— received money in the past. Its requests

had never before been turned down.
The Gay student union had com—
plained to the Student Organization Ju—
dicial Board, which announced its
decision in May.
"Gay and Lesbian students have felt
that discrimination has been going on
for years," Mackin said. "The use of
sanctions in this regard is a pretty his—
toric step. What they wanted all along
was,some education and training for
other students."
Mackin emphasized that the de—
cision to discipline the senators was
a "student process" and was not
made by university administrators.
Under the decision, senators will
be required to attend workshops on
the following: meeting decorum;
Gay, Lesbian and bisexual issues;
leadership training; and cultural sen—
sitivity.
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Swedish

Parliament Gives

Gays the Right To Marry
By John Rapp
Associated Press Writer
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) —
Sweden followed Denmark and Nor—
way on June 7 and passed a bill allow—
ing homosexuals to marry —a measure
one supporter said was a "contribution
to love."
After lengthy debate the Riksdag, or
parliament, voted 171—141, with five
abstentions, to accept the Registered
Partnership Law.
Elisabeth Persson of the small Left—
ist Party, a supporter of marriage be—
tween homosexuals, said the law
"protects a personal relation. It is a
small but important contribution to
love."
The vote makes Scandinavia a
leader in Gay rights. In 1989, Denmark

became the first country in the world
to allow marriages between members
of the same sex. Norway adopted simi—
lar legislation last year.
Sweden‘s partnership law gives
Gay couples the same inheritance, tax
and other benefits and obligations as
married heterosexuals. But it stops
short of allowing homosexuals to adopt
or have children through artificial in—
semination.
Under the new law, which takes ef—
fect in January 1995, Gay couples can
marry in civil ceremonies. It does not
give them the right to church weddings.
Social Democrat Maj—Lis Loow,
who chaired the judicial committee that
prepared the bill, said no further Gay
reforms were being planned.
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City Calls on ‘Gay Team‘ to
Solve Crimes Against Gays
ingrained wariness of police has
By Jennifer Chao
made the city‘s hidden Gays easy
Associated Press Writer
crime targets, Lantinga said.
ROTTERDAM, Netherlands SinceApril, heand hispartnerhave
(AP) — Dick Snaterse is a Gay po— patrolledthe KralingseForestandother
lice detective. Wietse Lantinga is a Gay hangouts in an attemptto earnthe
trust ofthe Gay community.
straight one.
Together they‘re known as the To give their efforts a little flash,
"Gay Team," Rotterdam‘s latest they named their gay—straight unit
weapon to combat crimes against after the American TV series TheA
Team.
homosexuals.
"Werealizedthatthepoliceknew "It‘s a lot easier for me," said
nothing about homosexuals or their Snaterse,37. "Iknowtheplaceswhere
they meet and their organizations."
lifestyle," Snaterse said.
The Gay Team‘s founding this But for Lantinga, the experience
spring was triggered by three mur— is quite different.
ders last year of Gay men in the "A new world has been opened
Kralingse Forest, a city park and Gay for me," said the 34—year—old cop.
meetingplace for morethan 30 years. . "I worked on the Gay murders
As the police looked for clues to last year and found a new under—
the murders, they found a Gay com— world."
Lantinga said that despite broad
munity living in fear and secrecy.
"Many of the Gay men are mar— tolerance toward homosexuals in
ried and are hiding their homosexu— this live—and—let—live nation, crimes
ality. When they become victims of targetingthem are common, includ—
crime (in the Kralingse Forest), they ing vandalism, blackmail and rape.
don‘t report them to the police," said According to Lantinga, only
about 3 percent of all crimes com—
Snaterse.
Although homosexual acts are mitted against Gay men are ever re—
legal and Dutch society tolerant, an ported to the police.

Top priority for the Gay
Team is solving the two un—
solved Kralingse murders, both
stabbings. In the third case, the
victim‘s lover was found guilty
of the slaying.
The Kralingse Gay scene still
thrives despite last year‘s mur—
ders, but no leads have been un—
covered.
"They are not scared totalk
about what happened," said
Snaterse of the Gays who hang
out at the Kralingse.
"But we still don‘t know how
the men were killed. Everything
is possible."
Group Seeks
Pardon For
Oscar Wilde
LONDON (AP) — A Gay
rights group is seeking a post—
humous royal pardon for 19th—
century author Oscar Wilde,
who was jailed as a result of a
homosexual relationship 99
years ago.
OutRage said it wrote Queen
Elizabeth II asking her to par—
don Wilde.
"Wilde was the victim of un—
just laws. His imprisonment is a
stain on the judicial system,"
said OutRage spokesman Peter
Tatchell.
Tatchell said cruel prison
K. A. Moss, M.S.
conditions led to Wilde‘s prema—
ture death at the age of46, three
years
after he was released.
"Dealing With Gay & Lesbian
Wilde wrote the novel The
Picture of Dorian Gray and
Life Issues"
plays including TheImportance
of Being Earnest and Lady
Windermere‘s Fan. His prison
experience inspired his most fa—
mous poem, TheBalladofRead—
ing
Gaol.
Midtown Counseling Center
Wilde‘s
infatuation with
1835 Union Ave., Suite 101
Lord Alfred Douglas led to his
(901) 726—4586
imprisonment. Douglas‘s father,
the 8th Marquess of
Sliding Scale Fees Queensbury, accused Wilde of .
sodomy and goaded him into
suing for libel. Wilde lost the
case and was tried and convicted
in 1895 of committing indecent
acts
with men. He was sentenced
tum your LIFE INSURANCE into CASK, NOW
to two years‘ imprisonment at
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Church
Protest Group Confronts Conservative
press
release
was
prepared by the
is
in
your
neighborhood."
A small group of protesters call—
church
in
answer
to
the protest.
Members
of
the
protest
group
ion
ves
Mind
"Operat
ing themsel
The protest group accused Pas—
have
accused
church
members
of
sec—
their
held
s"
Busines
Your Own
tor Baskin of verbal abuse and ha—
active membership in several con—
ond peaceful protest in from of Com—
rangue at the previous action on
servative
activist
groups
which
have
munity Bible Church on Father‘s
Mother‘s Day.
been
connected
to
acts
of
harassment
at
action
Day. This was the second
Church spokesman Steve Lefler
and violence at abortion facilities.
the Church at 650 New York St., the
stated
that the minister was admon—
Members of the church countered
first being on Mother‘s Day.
ished
for
his statements.
with
their
support
of
individual
Members of the group claim vid—
"We
stand
for love," Lefler
members
rights
of
free
speech
in
and
action
eotape evidence of violent
stated.
©
protesting abortion andaccused Op—
verbal abuse at a local women‘s
Protesters
also
reported
an inci—
eration MYOB of censorship and
clinic. Members also have accused
dent
of
an
automobile
running
over
intimidation
of
person
who
oppose
church members of harassment at
their signs and endangering the
abortionand homosexuals.
private residences. A member of the
group during the action.
Pastor Larry Baskin did not com—
group, Michael Einspranjer, stated,
ment
to
the
media
at
the
time,
but
a
"People have a right to know what
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Square Dance Update
by Ron Thomas
Cotton Pickin‘ Sqaures
Do those Cotton Pickin‘ Squares
ever stop dancing? No! Never! Our
summer schedule of dancing will be
from7:30 to 9:30 p.m. on Thursdays
and we continue to dance at Prescott
Church (comer of Patterson and
Mynders). But, you‘ve probably
seen us dancing at a few other places
around town.
CPS club members danced at the
Holy Trinity Building Fund charity
event on June 18th and the next night
(June 19) at the fund—raiser for the
Med‘s AIDS Unit at 501. Whew!
Do we ever get tired? No! Never!
Dancing is what CPS is all about.
CPS is very proud that 15 of our

Seeking Recipes

members will be attending the Gay
square dance convention this year in
Washington, D.C. The International
Association of Gay Square Dance
Clubs hosts an international conven—
tion each year.
This year‘s event will be in our
nation‘s capital with approximately
1200 dancers from clubs throughout
the U. S. and Canada. Is there no—
where we won‘t go to dance? No!
Never!
The Cotton Pickin‘ Squares of
Memphis invite the Gay and Lesbian
community to come by and join us
for an altemative evening out.
Watch for our upcoming annual ice
cream social and introduction to
square dance. It promises to be a real
party!

Cruisers Score in Mr. & Ms.

—

Music City Sports Contest
By Chuck Saylor
In late May the annual Mr. & Ms.
Music City Sports Assoc. pageant
was held in Nashville with a repre—
sentative from softball teams enter—
ing one contestant in each category
of Mr.and Ms. The winner would
get to wear the "coveted" crown for
the next year. This event is used as
the league‘s big fund—raiser each year
and was most enjoyable.
The Cruisers entrants for the Ms.
portion was out own Ms. Crystal
Storm whose talents have been seen
around town for several years. Each
entrant for the Ms. was based on pre—
sentation, swimsuit, talent and tip—
ping by the audience.
Crystal appeared as Scarlet
O‘ Hara for presentation but not with
the curtains like was in the movie
but with venetian blinds instead, as
she said "I saw them in the window
and just couldn‘t resist". For the
swimwear portion Crystal wore a
stunning outfit that would have made
Madonna envious. The entire suit
was done in aluminum foil, includ—
ing a head piece that was rather large.
Talent came next with several
other members of the Cruisers join—
ing Crystal in doing the Sister Act

number "I Will Follow Him" which
brought the crowd to a fever pitch.
Also this was the only talent portion
that received a perfect 10 from all
the judges.
j
The Mr. entrant for The Cruisers
was James whose portion was based
on presentation, stripping and audi—
ence tipping. James appeared for
presentation as what else but Elvis
and performed Heartbreak Hotel,
while showing the audience some of
the moves and gyrations that made
Elves famous. Stripping was next for
James and he must have practiced
for a long time on this portion as he
was rewarded from someone with a
$100 tip. He‘s still trying to find that
man.
Congratulations to Crystal and
James for winning first runner—up in
both the Mr. and Ms. category
against some very tough competi—
tion. This was a great fun filled event
and look forward to being a part
again next year. Thanks also to Hetti
McDaniels, current Ms. Gay Ten—
nessee for being there to represent
Memphis, the state of Tennessee and
The Cruisers.

The Rainbow Recipes Cook—
book—Alternative Cooking for Al—
ternative Lifestyles is busy collecting
recipes for the latest in Memphis
Gay/Lesbian community fund—
raisers.
Proceeds will be used to fund di—
rect services to PLWAs. The Rain—
bow Recipes Cookbook committee
is contacting bars, businesses and
individuals and hoping to collect
enough recipes to begin production
by the end of July.
Submission forms are available
through the Pipeline or members of
the committee. A $2 donation to
cover processing must be included _
with each submission, however each
submission may contain more than
one recipe.
Deadline for submission of reci—
pes is July 10. Forms are available
at the Pipeline.
There will be a Taste—Off of se—
lected recipes scheduled during Au—
gust and the cookbook itself is
targeted for completion this summer.
At this year‘s Pride Expo, hors
d‘oeuvres brought by the cookbook
committee were sampled. All were
made from submitted recipes.

Award—Winning Designs
City—Wide Delivery
274—5767
944 S. Cooper at Young

#:

Experience the Adventure on
an RSVP Gay Cruise...

Great American Cruises
52 N. 2nd Street
call Sherman C. Perkins

901 ‘525'5302

Book It Now:
Oct. 29 is
Halloween
Party Night
The third annual High Heels,
High Hats, and High Times Hallow—
een party benefitting Friends For
Life will be held this year on Oct.
29 at the Cook Convention Center.
A committee has already begun
meetings and is planning the event.
As in years past, the party will fea—
ture a live band (to be announced)
and the best costume contest in town.
Although plans are sketchy at this
point, the committee indicates that
it will solicit corporate support for
the party andwill sell special tables
for ten for $250 and $500 each.
Anyone wishing to sit on the
planning committee is encouraged
to call Friends For Life at 272—0855.
The event brought in about
$15,000 last year.

Memphis Gay Switchboard <
728—GAYS
Nightly 7:30 — 11 p.m.
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Cobb County Commision Chair‘s Lesbian Daughter Comes Out
ing books in schools with younger kids and
difference,"she said duringan interview. "I‘m be Christian."
._ KC Wildmoon
trying
to educate the kids about who homo—
Thedecision
to
speakpublicly
has
not
come
_
tired
of
hearing
about
family
values.
They‘re
Southern Voice — Atlanta, Ga.
sexuals
are, he thinks that we‘re recruiting... I
not speaking about family values at all and I easy. Byrne was at Huntingdon College in .
arguedthat
that is not whatwe‘re doing...we‘re
Montgomery,
Alabama,
last
July
when
Com—
Marietta, GA — In a meeting between the just feel I need to correct that. Obviously, my
just
trying
to
stop the hate at an early age and
missionerGordon
Wysong
first
introduced
his
dad
and
the
commissioners
don‘t
know
any—
Cobb Citizens Coalition and Cobb Commis—
to
educate
kids.
If they grow up knowing who
resolution
proclaiming
the
"Gay
lifestyle"
in—
thing
about
the
Gay
community,
so
they
have
sion chair Bill Byrne last fall, Byrne surprised
homosexuals
are,
there won‘t be so much hate.
compatible
with
Cobb‘s
"community
stan—
Coalition memberswhen he toldthem thatone absolutely norighttocondemn us. Ifthey knew dards." She graduated in late August, and
"He
believes
that
there are people who are
of his three daughters is a Lesbian. And this anything about us, there would be no resolu—
Gay,
but
I
think
that
he doesn‘t believe there
returned
to
Atlanta
with
her
partner
of
two
tion."
spring, he said it again — when the Coalition
are
as
many
as
we
say
there are," she contin—
years,
Cheryl
Crowson,
to
begin
looking
for
The
resolution
and
the
continual
bantering:
the
with
meetings
of
began an aborted series
ued.
"He
thinks
that
most
of the community
an
apartment.
s
chairman in an attempt to work out a compro— about family values hurts, she said. And the
are
there
because
they
are
comfortable... He
"We
came
into
town
to
look
for
a
place
to
miseoverCobb County‘s anti—Gay resolution. entire controversy cuts close.
just
kept
saying
that
he
thinks
there are people
live
after
my
graduation
and
just
to
be
in
At—
"In
every
way,
this
ispersonal,"
Bymesaid.
"Thevery first wordsout ofhismouth were
who
for
some
reason
don‘t
like
the opposite
lanta
for
the
weekend,"
she
said.
"I
knew
ab—
"For
example,
the
arts
funding.
I
went
to
col—
.
the
about
anything
me
tell
to
‘you don‘t have
sex
or
can‘t
get
along
with
the
opposite
sex so
solutely
nothing
about
the
resolution.
I
came
Gay and Lesbian community,"‘ Coalition lege, I‘m an art major. I‘m a photographer. I into town, picked up aSouthern Voice, and read they feel comfortable with the same sex."
went
to
college
to
play
soccer.
I‘m
an
athlete.
member Cherry Spencer—Stark recalled. "Af—
And what could be wrong with that? Byrne
my dad. That was how I found out."
ter all," he said, "I have a 24—year—old Lesbian I played volleyball in high school. The whole all about
ticked
offthe answer.
Instead
of
a
planned
fun
weekend
in
At—
family thing. It‘s extremely personal. This has
daughter."
"He
says that our relationships are emo—
lanta,
Byrne
and
Crowson
spent
the
entire
time
But if Bill Byrne thinks that having a hit me in every way possible."
tionally
volatile.
He says that we are extremely
in
their
hotel
room,
with
Byrne
desperately
And
she‘s
concerned
about
the
Gay
men
daughter who is a Lesbian means understand—
unstable.
He
says
that our lifespan isn‘t very
trying
to
reach
her
father
by
phone.
and
Lesbians
who
live
in
Cobb
County,
hop—
he‘sdead
community,
ing the Lesbian and Gay
long.
He
says
that
we‘re surrounded by dis—
"I
left
hundreds
of
messages
for
him
all
ing that her public coming out can help.
wrong, says Shannon Byrne.
:
ease.
So
in
his
eyes,
we‘re extremely threat—
weekend
long,
but
he
was
out
of
town,"
she
"I‘m
sorry
for
what
my
dad
has
done,"she
Afterwatchingthecontroversy simmerand
ening
to
him.
And
we‘re
threatening to the
said.
§
said.
"That‘s
one
of
the
reasons
I‘m
coming
Les—
boil for nearly a year, the "24—year—old
families
in
Cobb
County."
who came out both to herself and
bian daughter"of Cobb County‘sCommission out. I want to do what I can [for Cobb‘s Les— herByrne,
The elder Byrne explained the objectives
family near the end of her freshman year
chair has decided to step into the fray, align— bians andGay men]. Ijust wasn‘t at peace with in college,
oftheresolution
in languagesimilartothe"clari—
was
shocked.
"I
didn‘t
know
what
keeping
quiet.
I
felt
like
I
needed
to
tell
these
ing herself with the Cobb Citizens Coalition
fying"
resolution
he put on the table last month
to
think,"
she
said.
"I
didn‘t
know
if
the
pa—
Christian
people
that
they
are
dead
wrong.
I
rescinded.
intheirefforts to have the resolution
"When
I
talked
to him, he told me what the
pers
were
right.
I
just
couldn‘t
believe...that
>
"I just thought that maybe I can make a don‘t think theyhave any idea about how to my dad had done that, because he had actu— purpose ofthe resolution
was.There‘s a lot of
ally been, out of all my family members, the horrible things going on in this country —the
most supportive. He never came out and said gangs, and teenage pregnancy, and all the
‘Shannon, I support you,‘ but he never gave crimes going on — and he said that that starts
me any hard time. He met my ex—girlfriend, in the family," Shannon Bytne recalled. "I
he‘s met Cheryl. That‘s why I just couldn‘t guess that‘s what he‘s trying to do. He wants
to pull the family together. But I don‘t see how
understand it."
"I guess it was Sunday I finally got hold of you can try to pull a family together while
him," she recalled. "By [that time], I was so _you‘re condemning your own family."
Byrne said that she is angry with her father
emotionally wound up that I just started cry—
ing. Not a whole lot came out of it. I couldn‘t "because he refuses to see his daughterforwho
she is. If he took a long look at me—because
make sense of it, and hewas defensive."
Byrne and Crowson returned to Alabama, he knows me, he knows I‘m none of what he
and then moved to Atlanta in October, ironi— says. I‘m a good person. Everything he says
1U
cally settling in Decatur, where then—Mayor isn‘t true."
In fact, Byrne said, she sees "more family
A_
Mike Mears had officially welcomed Gay men
values in the Gay community than I do in any
and Lesbians. And her long wait began.
"I kept quiet for so longbecause I‘m proud other community."
BC E M P HK IS
"I‘m from Cobb County," she said. "That‘s
of my dad," she said. "I was proud that he‘s a
where
I grew up....They just have no right to
commissioner."
c
Southern Country‘s |
And she feared that her coming out pub— say I don‘t belong there, because it is my home
and I never bothered anybody while I was
licly could ruin her family.
First Annual
"That‘s why I kept quiet for so long," she there, and the people who live there now don‘t
said. "Then [the Cobb Citizens Coalition got] bother anybody now. They‘re productive citi—
going, and I thought, ‘Well, I‘ll see how that zens of Cobb County and they should be
Billy Cross Memorial
goes.‘ I just took the back seat to see how treated as such. The commissioners and the
things
would go. And I thought that maybe people who are against us probably have a lot
|
Fundraiser
sooneror later my dad would realize what was to learn from us. They could learn a lot about
going on, realize what he was doing. But it family values from us."
Has Been Postponed
As for the resolution, "it should be burned.
hasn‘t happened that way. So I just thought I
.
—
[The
commissioners] need to think real hard
needed
to
take
responsibility."
Watch for the Announcement
Shetook responsibility by havingan hours— about rescinding it because it‘s doing more
longchat with her father about the resolution, damage than it‘s doing good. In fact I don‘t
see anything that Cobb County is gaining out
and
Lesbians and Gay men.
I of a New Date and Location
"About a month ago I decided that ifI went of it. ...They are splitting people in two."
Not just people, she said, but families —
and talked to him myself that maybe the two
including
hers.
.
of us could sit down, and we could actually
"When I first came out, ...my dad was the
have a discussion about his daughter being
\ Proceeds Will Benefit
Gay, and I could change his mind," she said. last that I told," she said. "He first said ‘I think
"And we did have a good conversation... be— you‘ve chosen thewrong way to go.‘ He said,
Aloysius Home
cause he did let me talk. But we never came to ©You‘ve chosen a hard lifestyle.‘ He said,
©You‘re goingto be discriminated against.‘ He
agreement."
(Aloysius Home is a Non—Profit Residence
said, ‘Youre going to face that in yourjobs."
At
issue,
Byrne
believes,
are
her
father‘s
Providing A Home—Like Environment For
beliefs about Gay men and Lesbians and their He said, ‘You‘re going to face that in soci—
ety.‘ He said that ‘it‘s just going to be really
Persons With HIV/AIDS)
"lifestyle."
"From what I gathered, he has very little hard for you.‘ That‘s what he said."
Shannon Byrne paused for a moment and
understanding ofthe Gay community and very
smiled.
"Thanks, dad," she said with a hint of
little understandingofhomosexuals,"she said.
"For an example...the wholething about hav— sarcasm, "for making it happen."

.avy Vet Helping Son Wage War
Against Homophobia
Jr.,was35,dismissed
announcedfromhe thewasColorado
Gay and surgery.
DENVER(AP)—A70—year—old
"I had a tremendous amount of
Navyveteran
says
hedoesnotknow
shame," the younger Gallegos said.
ArmyTheNational
Guard.
orcare
whether
he
served
with
Gay
father said, ‘I love you very
elder Gallegos, who served "My
soldiers
during World WarWar,the
II, the 24yearsasanaviationmechanicand
much, and I hope now that you‘ve
KoreanWarortheVietnam
told me your stress will be reduced."
Navyfighterpilot,saidthemovewas
threeconflictsin
which hedefended discriminatory
Gallegos Jr., has not fought to be
and
wrong.
his "All
country.
reinstated to the guard. Instead, he
"First
of
all,
I
think
the
world
is
the
people
I
knew
were
all
founded the Rocky Mountain Gay,
great
military people,excellent
mili— madeupofdifferentkindsofpeople,
Lesbian and Bisexual Veterans of
and
we
have
to
get
along
with
each
tary
personnel,"
said
Sam
Gallegos
America. He also became advertis—
other,"
he
said.
"As
a
consequence,
Sr.,After
a formerreturning
Navy officer.
ing editor for Out Front, a Denver
I havein theno problems
with Gays serv— Gay
from Vietnam,
and Lesbian weekly magazine.
ing
military."
Gallegosdefended
thecivil
rightsof
"The fact of life is if you‘re Gay
Gallegos
learnedofhisson‘sho—
Hispanics.Currently,
heischairman
Latino you have to work twice
mosexuality threeyearsago,
around and
ofDenverPublicSchools‘
Hispanic
as hard to be thought of as half as
thesametimehisson
toldtheguard.
Education
AdvisoryCouncil.
Hehas
The elder Gallegos had suffered a good," Gallegos Jr. said.
foundIn 1991,
yet another
his son,cause.
Sam Gallegos heart attack and was about to have
Anti—Gay Petition Backs Fail to Get
Measure on Ballot
27,000
topetition
29,000.sought to deny mi— be resurrected.
Stanley said it definitely would
CARSON
CITY,
NEV.to limit
(AP)—
The
Backers
of
a
proposal
the
nority
and marital
status
based on time,""Weshethink
we‘ll make it next
minority
status sayof Gays
and Lesbi—
homosexuality
andto
limittheavail—
said. "We got halfway this
ans
in
Nevada
they
have
fallen
ability ofmaterialsin
homosexual—oriented
time."
farshortofthe
numberofsignatures
booksand
publiclibrar—
She said the Nevada Citizens
needed
to
put
the
measure
on
the
ies Eddie
to adults.Anderson, of Nevadans Alliance
would refile the petition as
Nov."It‘s8 ballot.
early as the fall of 1995 to allow
a
defeat,
for
the
moment,"
Organized and
HumanEquality,
Advocacyor NOfor signature
more time to organize a network of
said Daisy
Stanley
of Nevada Citi— Tolerance
gatherers.
zens
Alliance
in
Reno.
HATE,
said
he
was
not
surprised
by
And, she reiterated that her group
She
said
her
group,
an
offshoot
the failure, but was somewhat dis— does not hate homosexuals.
of the Oregon Citizens Alliance, appointed.
"We just don‘t believe they
would
try again
inthe1996.
"I
was
rather
hopeful
they
would
should have minority status. It takes
Stanley
said
groups,
which
enough signatures
so we away from the true minorities," she
began
gathering names in January, garner
couldhaveablowout
in
November,"
said.
didn‘t
haveenoughtimeorsufficient
hesaid.
"Accordingtothestatecon—
organization
to
collect
the
51,339
stitution,havehadresurrected
they lost, theythatnever
signatures
idea
deadline andneeded
wouldby endthe June
up with21 could
again."
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Gay and lesbian catalog

The convenient way to accessorize
yourself and your home.
FOR A FREE CATALOG CALL
1—800—788—4729

Cdlksts,
SQUARES
Announce Their
Annual Ice Cream Social
and

UBLICENSED
APPlEciATE YOURBUSINESS!
BONDED INSURED

Introduction to Square Dance
Thursday — September 1st
7:30—9:30 p.m.
Prescott Church (Corner of Patterson and Mynders)

SERViteITC Glove
E S, I N C.
Pride Parade 1994
Thanks to the National Organization for Women (NOW)
Alliance, P—FLAG, Nilata‘s, The Search,
Holy Trinity Community Church, WKRB in Memphis
MGLCC, Meristem, Human

Rlcfhfb Campaign Fund
And all those of courage and conviction who participated.

In the Fellowship Hall
Put on your western shirts, jeans and boots and join us at
the CPS Saloon and Ice Cream Bar for a free introductory
lesson in square dance and homemade ice cream for all!
Singles and Couples Welcome
No Previous Experience Necessary
For more information, please call 387—1567
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Chorus Produces Best Concert To Date
Reviewby Bob Dumais —
TJN Writer
The Memphis Lambda Men‘s
Chorus Spring Concert on Sun.,
June 5, was one ofthe opening events
of Pride Week in Memphis.
The peaceful sanctuary of the
First Congregational Church on
South Watkins provided thesetting
for an interesting mix of religious
selections and show tunes. Against
the backdrop of a magnificient
wood and hand—painted pipe organ,
the chorus began with "Brothers,
Sing On." It provided a rousing
opening for the best concert ever
by the Men‘s Chorus.
The first half of the program
continued with a variety of hymns,
spirituals and folk songs. Selec—
tions ranged from the somber
"Beatus Vir and Benedictus," two
short anthems from the 16th cen—
tury, to the Black spirituals "Hush!
Somebody‘s Callin‘ My Name"
and "Steal Away," which featured
soloist Glenn Jones. "Psalm, 150"
and "Earth and All Stars" were
standouts in the first half of the
concert.
Accompanist John Cargile al—

The

Cruisers Softball

music selections made for a much
ternated expertly between piano
By Chuck Saylor
livelier and more interesting con—
and the church‘s pipe organ in sup—
cert. It is good to see the group fi—
port of the chorus‘ efforts. He was
The Memphis Cruisers mers
nally lightening up a bit and hav—
spotlighted on "Pilgrim‘s Chorus,"
softball team is in the second half
playing an orchestral reduction of ing more fun.
of the season playing in the Music
It was also heartening to see the
the full score. _
City Softball League in Nashville.
Following a brief intermission large turnout for this event. The Their record currently is 3 wins and
church was filled to capacity. More ~9 losses. The last win was over the
and a "costume" change from shirt
than 150 people attended, making Sharks by a score of 21 to 3, timely
and tie to red chorus insignia polo
this the most successful concert in hitting and a great defense pro—
shirts, the chorus headed for Broad—
way with a lively second half the chorus‘ history.
pelled the Cruisers on to this win.
The Spring Concert was a fund—
which highlighted songs from Kiss
On June 19 the Warriors visited
Me Kate, West Side Story, Man of raiser for Aloysius Home, which Memphis for two games on a very
will provide housing for people hot a humid day. Both of these
La Mancha, My Fair Lady, Fid—
with HIV/AIDS. More than $850 games were exciting and as intense
dler on the Roof, Oklahoma, and
was donated by the chorus to this
The Sound ofMusic.
as the Cruisers had ever played.
"Man of La Mancha" and "Kan— new project.
The Warriors jumped out on top
The group continues to wel—
sas City" stood out from an excel—
4—0 after one inning, then the Cruis—
come new members. See the ers came back to take a 6—4 lead
lent selection which included "An—
other Openin‘, Another Show," monthly events calendar in the TIN the next. After that, the score was
"Maria," "Jet Song," "Get Me to centerspread for the exact times back and forth with both teams
and locations of rehearsals. You are playing exceptionally well.
the Church on Time," "With a
Little Bit of Luck," "If I Were a welcomed to stop by if you are in—
At the bottom of the seventh
terested in joining.
Rich Man" (a lot of fun) and "Do—
inning with the Cruisers at bat and
The Lambda Men‘s Chorus the tying andwinning runs on third
Re—Mi."
s
Christmas Concert will be held on and second base, a fly ball was
This second concert under the
Sunday, Dec. 11, at St. Therese the caught on a diving play by the out—
direction ofJohn Palmer exhibited
continued growth in the chorus‘ Little Flower Church on Jackson fielder ending the game handing
presentation and repertoire. His Ave. It should be one of the high—
the Cruisers a 15 — 14 loss.
deft direction made the 15—voice lights of the holiday season, so
The second game picked up
chorus sound considerably larger make plans to attend. _
where the first left off with both
‘than it is, and the broadening of
teams battling and scraping for

Exodus

has

In

Full

"

Swing

runs only to have the oppossing
team come back.
A similar scenerio developed in
the last inning as was in the first
game. The game was tied with the
Warriors having the last at bat, with
one outrecorded the next batter hit
a triple.
All the Warriors needed was a
fly ball to score the run or a solid
hit to send the runner home. With
the outfielders pulled in to cut off
a shallow hit or fly ball the batter
lifted a fly ball to center field that
was caught, the runner at third
tagged up and scored as the throw
to home was late.
The Warriors escaped with
a 16—15 narrow victory. The Cruis—
ers‘ next games in Memphis will
be July 17 at noon against the Slug—
gers.
The following week the Cruis—
ers will be in Nashville for the last
game of the season.
The Memphis Cruisers will
have a fund raiser pool party and
cook out on July 3 at 4035 Walnut
Grove Circle. A $10 donation will
help send your Memphis Cruisers
to the World Series in Nashville
during August.

begun.

When Moses‘ people were freed from bondage, their journey is remembered
as Exodus. They were escaping the oppression placed upon them by the
Egyptian government — much like our congregation has escaped from the
bondage of untruths.

f

Through prayer, faith, and worship, we‘re learning the truth. As a result of
sharing those truths, our congregation has grown in truth, love — and size.

To accommodate our numbers, we have moved from our building on
Monroe Avenue, to a new location at 1559 Madison Avenue, in the
Design Center. Please join us as we travel, in God‘s love, to our ultimate
home with Him.

Holy Trinity
Community
Church
1559 Madison

Services: Sunday School at 10:10 a.m., Morning Worship at 11:00 a.m. and —
Evening Worship at 6:30 p.m. — Wednesdays at 7:00 p:m.
Pastor — Rev. Ethan Pruett

Memphis
Tennessee 38104
901/726/9443
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Stonewall 25
Continued from page 1
This was my weekend.
Friday morning began a round of
visits for press credentials. I hoped
mainly to see friends and tour the
vending area at the S/M Leather Fe—
tish Celebration but was treated very
generously as a media person. This
was my first taste of the large num—
bers of people coming to New York.
The two most generally interesting
aspects were the presence of bi—
sexual, transgender and heterosexual
individuals (sponsor National
Leather Association is pan—sexual)
at the event and the growing sense
of history and remembrance within
this community. A Leather Archives
and Museum exists in Chicago and
is beginning to document many as—
pects of this (hitherto) underground
subculture and had several interest—
ing exhibits of magazines, club col—
ors, buttons and memorabilia.
The New York Public Library
had an enormous banner proclaim—
ing an exhibition of Stonewall his—
torical materials which was
fascinating and comprehensive, giv—
ing the event the historical treatment
it deserved. Once again, this very
Gay/Lesbian event was placed be—
fore the eyes of Mr. & Mrs. America
to help educate those who do not
know us.
Thousands more people were
passing through the Pennsylvania
Hotel, headquarters of Gay Games
4. The brainchild of the late Dr. Tom
Waddell has evolved into a highly
organized and efficient entity which
will hold its next games in 1998 in
Amsterdam. Virtually every large
room in the hotel was used by the
Games for some purpose and the at—
titude was professional from begin—
ning to end in the belief that "Games
can change the world." Not only did
these Games have an enormous eco—
nomic impact on Manhattan, they
served as a new factor in relations
with the United States Olympic
Committee.
The USOC is primarily remem—
bered for denying the use of the word
"Olympics" to the games and the
U.S. Supreme Court upholding the
ban. For these Games, the USOC
was instrumental in connecting the
Federation of Gay Games with the
State Department and securing the
waiver to the ban on visitors with
HIV/AIDS coming to the Games. A
very large percentage of Games par—
ticipants live with HIV. The USOC,
for the very first time, listed the Gay
Games in its Fact Book listing of
sporting events in 1994.
There was one more stop to
make, at the offices of GLAAD, to
talk to this Lesbian about another
press kit. It turned out to be Donna
Redwing, last year‘s keynote
speaker in Nashville and a woman
at the center of the efforts against
discrimination in Oregon. This was
the first of many wonderful surprise
meetings throughout the weekend.

At last, it was time for the pil—
grimage.
In the last 25 years, the space at
53 Christopher St. has been a num—
ber of businesses. This uninteresting
two—story building was at some point
paneled in oak and cleaned up a bit
into an English pub sort of atmo—
sphere. It was most famous when it
was closed after three days of riot—
ing in 1969 and once again as re—
cently reopened. Sitting across from
the green of Sheridan Square it prob—
ably beat the Statue of Liberty as
being the most photographed spot in
New York last weekend.
I had my obligatory drink at the
Stonewall and, noisy as it was, it sort
of felt like the Alamo or Bunker Hill
or Gettysburg or Shiloh. This may
sound silly but the same thought on
so many hundred minds can be a
powerful thing. Everybody knew
where they were and why.
Friday evening began the Heri—
tage of Pride PrideFest ‘94. This
outdoor festival extended for nine
blocks of West Side Highway with
its center at the foot of Christopher
St. There were a myriad of dances
and shows (not even counting
Broadway) to choose from or just
people—watching in the Village. The
Gay Games Cultural Festival, Out
NY ‘94 (sponsored by Out maga—
zine, DIFFA and Broadway Cares)
and every bar imaginable provided
entertainment until 4 am or better.
Out Magazine hosted a brunch on
Saturday morning honoring
Armistead Maupin, Rose Troche
and Guenevere Turner. Maupin
authored Tales of the City; Troche
directed the film Go Fish and Turner,
her partner, performed in the film.
Part of this film‘s significance is that
it was selected for distribution by the
Goldwyn company and was playing
that weekend at the Carnegie Hall
Cinema.
Not only was it a pleasure to be
among other Gay, Lesbian and
Transgender (yes!) journalists, but it
was something like Valhalla when
Judy Delugacz of Olympia, comic
Lea Delaria, activists Urvashi Vaid
and
Vic
Basile,
writer
Michaelangelo Signorelli, and
Patricia Nell Warren turned up at the
same brunch. Editors Michag] Gott
and Sarah Pettit welcomed the
crowd and introduced the honorees.
A few moments were spent at the
DIFFA (Design Industries Founda—
tion for AIDS)/Broadway Cares
Carnival which contained carnival
games decorated by contemporary
artists and paintings lining the walls
of every popular icon imaginable,
giving the entire place a carnival/
funhouse atmosphere.
It was an almost indescribable
feeling to watch Yankee stadium fill
up with Gays, Lesbians, et al for the
closing ceremonies of the Games.
Not only had we taken over a monu—
ment to the American sporting
scene, but the event was as beauti—
fully programmed and organized as
any event of its kind.
Thousands of athletes from 35

nations competing in 31 sports took
over an hour to circle the field,
greeted by Harvey Fierstein, Judy
Gold and "Pat" (Julia Sweeney)
from Saturday Night Live. Memphis
was represented by Javier
Weichman on one of the interna— °
tional soccer teams. There were
cheerleaders, fireworks, lasers, vid—
eos, and performances by a range of
famous stars. Aprille Millo sang the
national anthem, Barbara Cook sang
"Jack and Jill" (written especially for
the Games), and Patti Labelle sang
"Over the Rainbow," this time, just
for us.
Speeches were given by Sir Ian
McKellen, the Hon. Roberta
Achtenberg, Dr. Tom Waddell‘s
widow Sara Lewenstein and
Armistead Maupin who delivered a
serious broadside at the Clinton ad—
ministration.
The President had sent a con—
gratulatory letter to the Games which
was published in the program. It was
also announced that the sequal to
Tales ofthe City is scheduled to ap—
pear on the Showtime cable chan—
nel. At least one official world record
was set during these games.
In spite of the never—ending ar—
guments over "image," it was evi—
dent that the Games, as well as other
events, were as inclusive as possible.
Interpreters and captions for deaf
people as well as sports events in—
cluding wheelchair participants also
included performances by the West
Hollywood Cheerleaders (camp
drag) and girls in drag performing
backup to Cyndi Lauper‘s trademark
"Girls Just Wanna Have Fun." It was
acknowledged that diversity among
us is to be enjoyed and treasured in
the name of unity, the theme of this
year‘s Gay Games.
At 10:30 am on Sunday morning
I had my turn. To the astonishment
of numerous people in Chinatown
(near where I stayed Saturday night)
an apparition in pink and white
hoopskirts strode out into the morn—
ing sun. Lady Astor had returned in
complete Southern Belle Faerie re—
galia. We spent much of that warm
afternoon being a photo op, and had
the strong impression that the effort
was enjoyed by many. There had to
be at least one certified Southern
Belle in the march; and a good Faerie
to boot. Parents of amazed children
smiled, tourists with accents asked
for a photograph. New Yorkers
stared. Little middle—aged ladies
smiled approval. And the face held
up for nearly 8 hours.
After two hours of waiting (and
a lot of iced tea) the contingent from
Kentucky/Tennessee turned a
streetcorner and suddenly marched
into the shadow of the United Na—
tions. The chant became "What do
we want? Global Rights!"as the bold
and the brave turned onto First Av—
enue to head toward Central Park.
Mississippi marched in front of us,
South Carolina behind and the route
was covered in chants, shouts,
screams, band music, human wave
formations and applause from thou—
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MEMPHIS‘ FINEST & MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES. PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MINI—THEATRES
(Union Ave. and Brooks Road Only)
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd. (Open 24 hours) — 683—9649
Executive South (East)
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(hs Connection Center
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sands lining the streets.
Sixty—two different groups which
included participants from around

the world marched from 42nd St. to
Central Park‘s Great Lawn. I looked
See Stonewall 25 on page 28
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_KIGK SCHOOL REUNXIOK
By Jim Norcross
The letter came a few weeks ago.
It seemed that Doris McGurney was
putting together a high school re—
union. We have never had one, and
she had just decided that it was time
— she always was a mover and
shaker, that Doris.
I do not have that many pleasant
memories about high school and I‘m

HOT &

not at all sure why I decided to at—
tend, but I found myself a short time
later walking into the River Room
of the Ramada Inn, flashing my
Pepsodent smile and suddenly very
much aware of the fact that my age
and my waist were now approxi—
mately the same.
I stopped briefly at the door, took
a deep breath and combed my hair
over the ever expanding bald spot
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Lesw
Joyce Schimenti, Lesw
Sheridan Lambe,

and walked into my past, trying to
hold my stomach in as best I could.
There were my classmates, look—
ing not at all as I remembered them.
They were very much middle—aged
now. I think Lnoticedfirst the dif—
ference in the hairstyles ofeveryone.
Sometimes there was more of it —
a beard or a mustache had been
added— and sometimes there was
less, with receding hairlines and the
absence of the long straight hair of
the women. Sometimes the hair
color had changed completely, either
by going gray or with some help
from the Clairol people. I first ran
into Patti Lou Corney, the former
head cheerleader, and, next to
Claudia Howard, the prettiest girl in
the class. She appeared to have
gained 40 pounds since school and
the blonde curls that she used to flip
and toss around while leading
cheers, were now gone. Her hairwas
matronly short and completely
white. Patti Lou told me that she was
divorced, had three children and
worked for the telephone company,
and asked that I be seated, asshe was
the co—chair of the reunion, and we —
were going to go around the room
and tell about ourselves. g
Apparently I was the only one
who had moved more that 100 miles
away from the old hometown. Don
Mottsinger worked for the Post Of—
fice and played with a country band
on weekends, while Marty Owens
drove a big 18—wheeler coast to
coast, and Bill Jackson was em—
ployed by WalMart. Sandra
Culpepper was doing hair out of her
double—wide trailer on Maguire
Street, and John Haskett and Marilyn
Epps, who had dated since junior
— high, were now married and owned
a McDonald‘s franchise over in
Pettis County. Billy Bob Tutwiler,
Jr. who in school always knew the
latest dirty jokes and who had come
up with this ingenious way of peek—
ing into the girls‘ shower room—
one—minute peek for $2 payable to
him in advance — was resplendent
in a lime—green polyester suit and to
everyone‘s surprise had become a
fundamentalist minister like his fa—
ther. Harold Duby was married to
Joanne Goodman, and they had four
grandchildren, the most of anyone
in the class so far. They operated a

big dairy farm where they had just
installed a fancy new milking appa—
ratus of some kind, the first of its
kind in the area. Hollis Simpson was
runningforsheriffand Sonny Diffey
had a Texaco station on the inter—
state. He wasn‘t able to attend as the
next day was the grand opening of
the new station, but he sent a note
and invited everyone to come by for
a free Pepsi and hot dogs and to reg—
ister for the color television he was
giving away. |
Wanda Millsap had never mar—
ried and was teaching grade school,
while Doris McGurney, that old
moverand shaker, had married arich
olderfellow, and the chap had upand
died on her and left her well fixed.
She seemed to have lost the 40
pounds that Patti Lou had gained and —
had apparently used some of the
money to have a nose job and her
hair bleached. Looking fit and tan,
she hadjust returned from some sort _
of cruise and had with her an obvi—
ously youngerguy, a beach boy type
that was a real looker. For the first
time I found myself envying old
Doris. She had done all right for her—
self.
Some of our group were not
there. Buddy Bodenhammer had
suffered a fatal heart attack and Mary
Elzard had been killed in an auto
accident coming home from a PTA
meeting. No one knew what ever
happened to Charlene Salveeter
since she left town with that guy in
the service, but then both of those
Salveeter girls were about half wild
and Charlene was the wildest of the
two — or so I‘d been told.
Then, there was gorgeous Paul
Brady, the football captain, the fan—
tasy of any Gay male. Oh, he now
looked a little more like Paul
Newman than Tom Cruise, but he
was still handsome as hell. I remem—
ber how sexy he looked in his feot—
ball uniform and how good looking
he was when he danced with Claudia
Howard at the Senior Prom and how
later on that same night he and
Claudia had been crowned King and
Queen of the Ball. Paul said he was
now selling insurance for State Farm
in the city, and had his own agency.
He also mentioned that he had been
married and divorced three times.
Claudia was not there. There was
just a brief mention of her, and later
I cornered Patti Lou and Doris —
making sure I kept Paul Brady in the
cornerofmy eye—and asked about

her. There was silence and an em—
barrassing pause. Patti Lou was ob—
viously flustered and at a loss for
words.
f
:
Doris finally tookthe lead. "Well,
Jimmy, you know something funny
has happened to her, she has changed —
so much. She looks different now.
Remember how nice she always
looked, always takingsuch pain with
her make—up and her hair and how
she had such pretty clothes andwas
up on all the latest fashion trends?
Well, that‘s all changed. She doesn‘t
seem to care about how she looks
now. She runs around in old flannel
shirts andjeans or cut—offs. Her hair
is really short and..." Doris leaned
over closer to me and whispered.
"She‘s living with another woman, _
one that everyone calls Mike and
who looksjust like a boy. They live
down atthe lake where they‘re run—
ning a fishing lodge. Her mother is
so embarrassed. Everyone is talk—
ing."
Beautiful Claudia, the golden girl
— Gay! I, like everyone else, had
always assumed that she and Paul
would be married right out ofschool.
People just knew they were "doing
it" and maybe they were then, but
apparently something had changed.
No one was more surprised than me.
Well, there goes the theory that one
Gay can always tell another one I
thought. I wondered what Doris and
Patti Lou might have to say about
me if I hadn‘t been there.
I‘ve read that authorities tell us
that 10 percent of the population is
Gay, and out of our small class of
just 36, there was Claudia and me
and maybe, quite possibly, a third. _
At least in theory, it was a possibil—
ity. I wondered who it might be?
Surely not Marty the trucker or
Hollis who was running for sheriff
— but then you never know.
It was then that I remember that
Paul had mentioned earlier in the
evening, how for the past year or so,
since his last divorce, he had been
living with a "buddy" just until he
could "get his head together" and he
had mentioned how close he and this
"buddy" were. I thought that quite
intriguing.
It might be interesting to talk
some more with Paul and see what I
could find out. Maybe I might start
out by asking about my auto insur—
ance rates. That should be good for
openers.

Specializing in
¥ Relationship Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling
¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling

6263 Poplar Avenue ¥ Suite 605
901—761—9178
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Education
Services
January — May 1994

Friday Saturday andSunday

f

Open 24 Hours

Presentations
Number of Presentations: 52
Overall Attendance: 2015
Workshops
Number of Workshops: 18
Overall Attendance: 225
Information Tables
Number of Tables: 13
Safer Sex Kit Distribution
Overall Distribution: 3579
Dental Dam Kits: 118
aer
Condom Kits: 3461.
Notes: Condom safer sex kits in—
clude 2 condoms. Dental Dam safer
sex kits include 2 dental dams.
AIDS Hotline
Total Number of Calls (during busi—
ness hours): 181
Female: 90
volunteer service in—
Male: 91
clude but are not limited to: Food
Pantry, Feast For Friends, Support
Teams, AIDS Hotline, Speakers
Bureau, AIDS Awareness Nights,
Informational Exhibits, Newsletter,
Administrative Support, Special
Projects, and Professional Services.
These areas include both daytime
and nighttime hours of availability.
For more information, please con—
tact Stephanie Mellor at 272—0855.

BetterlLiving
You may havebeen
hearingforsome
timethathappen!
FFLwillFriendsfor
beoffer—
ing"educational
seminars."
It
really
isgoingto
LifeThurs.,
— Seminars
For9. Better
Living beganof this
withseminar
"Stress Management"
onHenderson,
June
The
presenter
wasHospital.
Cheryl
DirectorofHealth
PromotionsatSt.
Joseph
"Seminars
For Better Living"areopen to the community at large,
butare
pnmanly directed to persons living with HIV/AIDS.
Future seminars will be as follows:
Seminars For

* Saturday, July 16, 5—7 p.m. Room 107. Topic:Safer Sex, pre—
sented by FFL Education Dept.
* Wed, Aug. 17, 7 — 9 p.m. Room 107. Topic:Relaxation & Guided
Imagery techniques, presented by Kerrel Ard (and friends), FFL Di—
rector of Client Services
* Thurs., Sept. 15, 7 —9 p.m. Room 308. Topic: Accessing the
wade!&SSDI,presented byEvaFields of theSocial Security
Administration
* Sat., Oct. 15,‘5—7 p.m. Room 107. Topic: Health and Nutrition,
presented by Bev Chumbley and otherstaff of the UT School of Nurs—
ing
;
* Fri., Nov. 11, 5:30 — 7:30 p.m. Room 107. Topic: Safer Sex, pre—
sented by the FFL Education Dept.
All seminars will be held at the Red Cross building 1400 Central
Ave.. These presentations will be interactive and followed by light
refreshments.

Card Table
Folding Chairs
Easel
Photo Copier
Office Chairs
Call 272—0855 if you have items to donate to Friends For Life
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Feast For Friends Second
Anniversary Dinner
this
period is the fellowship andIt
By Anthony Reed
comfortofthebi—monthlydinner.
Another
year hasoursecond
passed andwe
hascertainly
been ajoyforustobe
will
becelebrating
year
apartofbringingthe
dinnertoyou.
Please
come
out
on
July
11 and
to cel—to
anniversaryonJuly11.
Aslifegoes,
ebrate
another
great
year
ahavelot ofgained
thingsandhavelostchanged.
We
friends and will
launchbe ourheldthirdat St.year.John‘s
The United
dinner
loved
ones.
We
have
experienced
andsurvivedourupsanddowns,ins
MethodistChurch,
1205Everyone
Peabody,is
andoutsandtheuncertaintieso
f
life.
starting
at
6:00
p.m..
One thing whichforyouthroughoui_
has hopefully re— welcome. >
—mainedconstant
VolunteerAlert"c
The Volunteer
Departmentcom—at
Friends
For
Life
is
recruiting
Client
mitted, motivated
individuals
for a
Services
variety
of
volunteer
opportunities.
The
agency
utilizedJanuary
1889volunteer
hours
between
and May
*Numberofclientsatbeginning
1994.Areasof
ofMay:
461
* Numberofnew
clients during
May:
18
* month:
Total number
served in the
479
* Number
of cases closed in
month:
37
* wardtoJune:
Number ofcases
442 carried for—
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FRIENDS

FFL Volunteer Visits DC

FOR

Client
Advocacy

with an Important Message
On May 5, 1994, Sherri Roth, a
Friends For Life volunteer and a
member of Mother‘s Voices, deliv—
ered a very strong and powerful
message to President Bill Clinton
and members of Congress. The fol—
lowing is her account of the activi—
ties of Mother‘s Voice while in
Washington, DC.
By Sherri Roth
Our group consisted of people
from all over the United States, in—
cluding Hawaii and Puerto Rico.
Some of us are HIV—positive, some
HIV—negative, and some are parents
who have lost a child to AIDS.
Our message was "Mother‘s Day
Can Never Be the Same Until There
is a Cure for AIDS. Congress Must
Act Now, We Demand More
Money, More Research, A Cure."
This was the message contained in
our 1994 Mothers Day card to Con—
gress. The card had enough space for
30 signatures. On May 5, we deliv—

ered over a quarter million signatures
to Congress.
Our day started out with a Con—
gressional breakfast at the Capitol
Building, then on to the White House
where we met Carol Rasco, White
House Domestic Policy Advisor. As
we were delivering our message to
Mrs. Rasco, President Bill Clinton
came in to hear what we had to say.
We had pictures for him to see and
signed cards from his home state of
Arkansas. Our message for President
Clinton was the need for more fund—
ing for AIDS research. The President
agreed and made a commitment that
he would do more public forums on
AIDS.
&
From the White House, we went
back to Capitol Hill where we again
delivered cards to members of Con—
gress. We were determined to deliver
a strong message of the need for
more funding for AIDS research and
a cure. We did, and I believe our
voices were heard."

Committee
Forming
Friends For Life is about to
form a Client Advocacy Com—
mittee to provide input and
feedback on agency programs
and to assist in the develop—
ment of new programs to meet
service needs. The agency so—
licits your help and commit—
ment to make this happen.
Interested clients should
submit a letter of interest de—
tailing why they are interested
and how they feel they can
contribute. The first meeting
of this committee will be in
mid—July, so letters should be
received by July 15. There are
exciting things on the horizon;
be a part of them!
Letters should be ad—
dressed to Mike Coleman,
FFL, P.O. Box 40389, Mem—
phis, TN 38174. All letters are
bound by the confidentiality
of Friends For Life policy.
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Various Support Groups
Offered Throug hFFL

Advisory Board
Targets the

obviously difficult, if not impossible, Food Pantry
to control, but typically our open
The Friends For Life Ad—
group is not larger than 15. There visory Board has chosen to
We hear over and over from
are also levels of the intensity of focus its energies on the ex—
people living with HIV/AIDS that
"work" done even in committed and pansion of the Food Pantry.
they feel alone and like "they are the
intermediate groups.
The plan is to increase the
only one." One tool with which to
Some people just don‘t want to number of visits and the vari—
address this issue is a support group.
"go as deep" as others and that is ety of products available by
OK. The open/drop—in group is a this summer. A larger space
A support group is a safe place
to be with people who all share a beginning place, often for newly di— with its own staff of volun—
common issue and who want to re— agnosed folks or those who have teers is the goal for the fall of
ceive and give "support." Often
never been in a support group be— ©94. In the new quarters, prod—
people come to support groups be—
fore. Often people then move into ucts will be shelved and cli—
cause they want to change some—
more committed and in—depth ents will be offered a choice
thing in their lives, "something is not
groups.
of items they are most likely
working." You can call this personal
The "open" group meets at the to use. We also will be in a
growth work or any number of other FFL office on alternate Monday position to offer more frozen
names, but by whatever name, it is
nights (opposite the nights Feast For products and eventually fresh
people helping people in a safe place
Friends dinner is held) The group dairy and produce. The goal
in a caring way. There are different begins promptly at 7 p.m. and ends is to be certain that each per—
kinds of support groups and differ—
about 8:30 p.m.
son living with HIV/AIDS is
ent levels of support and/or growth.
Interested people with HIV can insured that they may deal
Currently Friends For Life offers call or just "drop—in." Those inter— with their illness in a well—
a variety of groups that include three ested in one of the more committed/ nourished state. Dependent
types of groups: "committed" (this in—depth groups can call the Direc— children will continue to be
simply means that members commit tor of Client Services at the FFL of— eligible for this service, and
to be at all meetings, to participate fice, 272—0855.
more products for children‘s
fully and to work on yourself), "in—
In the very near future there are care will be sought and pro—
termediate" and "open/drop—in."
plans to begin a group forwomen vided. The Advisory Board
The first two types of groups only. Interested women should con— has received remarkable sup—
function best when the size is lim— tact the Director of Client Services port for this expanded pantry,
ited to about 12. The third‘s size is at FFL.
and requests the following
goods and services:
* An interim space of 1,000
National Night Against AIDS
square feet in Midtown or
Friends For Life HIV Resources is planning a fund—raiser viewing
the medical center area.
party of the ABC special In a New Light ‘94 on Sat., July 9. The pro—
* Institutional and corporate
gram, hosted by Barbara Walters, will feature music and personal inter—
partners to conduct food
views with celebrities. Following the broadcast, there will be a discussion
drives.
of how AIDS has affected our community and to encourage people to
* Targeted financial support to
get involved in stopping AIDS. The evening, billed as "National Night
permit purchases from the
Against AIDS," will be an evening of knowledge, courage and hope —
Memphis Food Bank (a very
a chance to stand up and take a stand against this terrible killer. For
inexpensive source of food)
details on the event, call FFL at 272—0855.
and for purchases of things
Reprintedfrom Among Friends.
The Friends For Life newsletter

2
ACADEMY AWARDS"!
Best Actor —
"Tom Hanks
Best Original Song —
"Streets Of Philadelphia"
Bruce Springsteen
Tom Hanks and Denzel Washington star as two competing lawyers who join forces to sue a
corumsia mena Prestigious law firm for AIDS discrimination.
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Infected Volunteers Imperil Vaccine Study
CHICAGO (AP) — At least five
volunteers in the government‘s prin—
cipal AIDS immunization study
have become infected with the vi—
rus, despite havingbeen vaccinated, the
Chicago Tribune reported May 29.
The matter raises concerns about
how well the vaccine works and
whether it may actuallyincrease the
likelihood of people getting infected.
The vaccines contain only a piece
of the AIDS virus. In theory, such
vaccines generate antibodies that at—
tack and neutralize theentire AIDS
virus should it later appear.
. Each of the five vaccinated sub—
jects who later became infected pre—
viously had developed normal levels
of HIV antibodies.
"There was nothing unusual
about the responses of these indi—
viduals. Nothing stands out about
their response to the vaccine," said
Dr. Jack Killen, the National Insti—
~ tutes of Health official in charge of
the vaccine trials.

I

maker Genentech said. "Or it could
Two of the five infected were
considered to be at low risk for catch— — mean thevaccine is 100% ineffective."
About 1,400 volunteers have en—
ing the virus; the other three were
rolled in the vaccine trials at five
considered at high risk, meaning
universities. The vaccines are under
they had traits or behavior patterns
consideration for use in the ex—
that made them morelikely to be
panded trials, butif further trials take
exposed to the HIV virus than most
place, they may include only 5,000
people.
new volunteers instead of the 10,000
The five cases have been dis—
previously planned, the newspaper
cussed at scientific meetings, includ—
said.
ing one closed—door session in
Four of the five infections have
Washington in April in which re—
occurred in volunteers given vaccine
searchers debated whether the NIH
made by Genentech or by Biocene,
should continue plans to test the vac—
cine on thousands of new uninfected both based in California.
Francis said he shared other re—
volunteers.
searchers‘ concerns that those re—
"We just don‘t know what we‘re
ceiving the AIDS vaccine may be
going to do," Killen said.
left more susceptible to HIV infec—
The trials have been designed to
tion than they otherwise would have
test the safety and immune response
been. Such vaccines both stimulate
of the vaccines, not their effective—
and burden the immune system.
ness in preventing HIV infection.
"This could mean the vaccine is _
"We saw this in the trials for
hepatitis—B vaccine," he said. "This
90% effective, and you‘re seeing a
is something you always have to
leak of 10%," said Dr. Donald
watch for in a vaccine trial."
Francis, a scientist with vaccine

Company Testing Aloe Treatments on PLWAs
IRVING, Texas (AP) — An
aloe—based injection previously used
to treat tumors in cats and dogs has
been cleared for human trials to test
its effectiveness in the treatment of
AIDS.

Carrington Laboratories Inc. said
the Food and Drug Administration
has authorized study of the use of
an injectable complex carbohydrate
to treat complications from the hu—
man immunodeficiency virus that
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mind for all your real estate needs. I would like to
be your real estate connection.
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54 S. Cooper _
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38104

SUSAN MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law

Suite 2518
100 N. Main Street
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
901—526—0809

causes AIDS.
In studies on people with AIDS
who were given the drug orally, the
— drug showed promise for slowing
"the onset and the intensity and the
longevity of the disease" without
harsh side effects, said Carlton —
Turner, Carrington‘s executive vice
president of scientific research.
"It is not a cure, but it shows
promise as leading toward a thera—
peutic entity in the treatment of
AIDS," Turner said.
The substance is derived from the
aloe vera plant.
"What we have here is a unique
chemical entity that is naturally de—
rived and has been used by man for
hundred of years," Turner said.
The drug has been under devel—
opment by Carrington for 10 years,
Turner said. In its cruder form, it is
used in a numerous Carrington prod—
ucts for the treatment of illness and

etes Home
sts
""You have to lookat the macro is—
By Lauran Neergaard
suesofpublichealth
andatwhat‘sthis
Asssociated Press Writer
going to do to human beings," said
FDA Deputy Commissioner Mary
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) debates a difficult side issue of
the AIDS epidemic in June: Should
Americans test themselves for the
deadly virus at home?
Three companies are seeking FDA
approval for drugstore sales of home
test kits for HIV, the virus that causes
AIDS. People would send spots of
dried blood to a laboratory and tele—
phone later for the test results.
Supporters say home testing will
increase the number of people who
know they are infected so they can get
treatment and stop spreading the vi—
rus. At least 40% of the estimated 1
million Americans infected with HIV
have never been tested.
But critics fear some people who
learn by phone that they are infected
would kill themselves, that children
would play with the tests and that em—
ployers might use them to secretly —
and illegally test workers for AIDS.
wounds.
The injectable chemical already
has been approved by the U.S. De—
partment of Agriculture as an aid in
the treatment of fibrosarcoma in cats
and dogs.
Specifics of the human trial of
the injection are not complete. Ap—
proval was based on a 48—week Ca—
nadian study of an oral dosage of
Acemannan and a safety study ofthe
injection at the University of Texas
Health Science Center, he said.
The chemical, which Carrington
has trademarked as Acemannan,
"tunes up the body‘s immune sys—
tem" and has shown signs of enhance—
ing the immune system, which could
be valuable in AIDS treatment,
Turner said.
No harsh side effects have been
reported, Turner said. "It‘s about as
safe as something can be and still be
called a drug."

I ”Spiritual Resources in the Memphistlreax
CalvaryEpiscopal Church — 525—6602
Connection Center — 761—3435
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
Holy Trinity Community Church— 726—9443
Memphis Friends Meeting—323—3196
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church—756—5433
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church — 327—8479
St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 726—4104
St. Therese Catholic Church — 276—1412
Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
Unity Church (Kirby Road) — 753—0831
K Space donated as a public service by the Tn'angle Ieumal Ney

Pendergast
The issue also has big financial
implications. Companies stand to
make substantial profits from sales of
the kits, which would sell for an esti—
mated $30.
Americans can get free AIDS tests
at thousands of clinics, but those clin—
ics are overwhelmed. They expect 5
million requests for tests this year,
mostly repeats.
"The FDA has long maintained that
trained health professionals must do
HIV tests. In 1990 it rejected the first
planned AIDS home test kit.
Now, lots of things have changed,
Pendergast said.
Today people often learn HIV test
results over the phone because clinics
are too busy to see them. There are
more drugs that HIV patients can use
to try to stave off AIDS.
But the FDA still has questions:
Does telephone counseling really
work? Will people use home kits prop—
erly? Will the labs test accurately? How
will home testing affect tracking ofthe
AIDS epidemic?
Manufacturers insist the tests will
save lives.
"‘The enemy is the virus," not pri—
vate competition to clinic testing, said
Elliott Millenson, whose Direct Access
Diagnostics created the Confide HIV
test.
The bright blue box contains AIDS
information written by former Surgeon
General C. Everett Koop and detailed,
illustrated instructions telling users
how to prick a finger and carefully dab
three blood spots on the special paper.
Seven days later, people would call
the lab, identifying themselves with
their kit‘s unique code. Those not in—
fected would hear the news from a re—
cording that gives information about
staying free of HIV. People who are
infected would talk to a counselor who
discusses HIV and refers them to a
clinic or national AIDS telephone line.
A survey by the Centers for Dis—
ease Control and Prevention, which
supports the home tests, found 20% of
Americans say they would prefer the
kits to existing tests.
AIDS organizations are divided.
Some like the kits, but others warn that
the FDA has no way to assure the tests‘
quality or that the companies will pro—
vide proper counseling.
Amongthe many issues ofconcern:
* Is the home test as accurate as the
‘battery of tests now performed. Posi—
tive HIV tests are not currently given
without two screening tests and a sub—
sequent confirmatory test (the West—
ern Blottest) ifthe less accurate ELISA
tests are positive.
* Many states, including Tennes—
see, require labs to report the names of
people testing positive for HIV tests.
Does a home test circumvent this law?
Would such a test be considered ille—
gal in states where anonymous testing

__ is no longerallowed? __
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"It is clear that if we enshrine homosexual
Two Catholic

Nuns Support Gay

Rights

activity in the civil rights law that we will be
encouraging homosexual conduct and activ—

By David Bauder

sented the first time church officials have spo—

John Kerry, executive director of the New

Associated Press Writer

ken out in favor of the legislation, said Sherry

York State Catholic Conference, said he had

Representatives of other denominations,

Salvione, lobbyist for the Empire State Pride

no problem with individual church members

including Jews, Presbyterians and Unitar—

Agenda.

speaking out, but he was interested in talking

ians, were also on hand to lobby in favor of

with the two nuns. He said the church also

the bill. Sherry Salvione, lobbyist for the

ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) — Asked to take a
stand in defiance of her church hierarchy, Sis—

Both nuns said they were asked just a day

ter Regina Burns thought of her 93—year—old

earlier to take a public stand in favor of the

mother. She had always been taught to accept

bill and neither hesitated. They are both mem—

differences in other people.
The nun from East Harlem and a colleague

believes discrimination is wrong.

ity for the first time in our society," Kerry said.

Empire State Pride Agenda, said the activ—

But Kerry said the Gay and Lesbian civil

ists wanted to establish that the fundamen—

bers of the Sisters of Immaculate Heart of

rights bill would set a dangerous precedent by

tal religious right wasn‘t the only religious

Mary order based in Scranton, Pa.

giving people special protection under the law

voice on the issue.

from Long Island on Tuesday spoke at a news

Burns, who ministers to AIDS patients, said

conference in support of Gay and Lesbian civil

she was approached when she was attending

rights. Activists said they were the first church

a reception following the funeral of a Gay man

officials to publicly oppose the Roman Catho—

who died of AIDS.

based on their behavior.

Mel White Talks on

Being

The former teacher said that when she be—

lic Church‘s position on the issue.
"I‘d given it a lot of thought," said Sister

gan working with the AIDS community, an

Judy O‘Brien, who works with an anti—pov—

aunt sent her a note saying that if Jesus Christ

erty agency in Hempstead. "I just had never

were living today, he would probably be walk—

been asked to speak out about it. I don‘t see

ing among Gays and Lesbians.
"That was the gospel of Jesus — that God

myself as a politician. I‘m a nun."
Both nuns said they believed the church

loves us all," Burns said. "There are certainly

teaches that all forms of discrimination are

going to be many in the church who will not

wrong.

be behind us, but they weren‘t behind Jesus.
"We have to do what we believe in," she

A Gay Christian
BOISE, Idaho (AP) — Mel White spoke

agenda in Boise in particular."

about loving people even if they hate others

White‘s book Stranger at the Gate, tells

for being "queer" at a Metropolitan Commu—

his story of a 25—year struggle with homosexu—

nity Church conference in Boise.

ality.

"It‘s tough being queer. They all hate us.
But we‘ll just love them back," White said.

He spent years trying to resist sexual urges
toward other men.

White tells Gays they must never lose com—

He became a ghostwriter for evangelists Pat

which adds sexual orientation to the list of

added. "That‘s how we‘ll be judged in the.

passion and love for all people — even those

Robertson, Billy Graham and Jerry Falwell.

classes protected from discrimination by the

end."

organizing anti—Gay initiatives.

All were lost as clients when he finally dis—

The state Assembly has passed the bill,

state‘s civil rights law. The bill would bar dis—

O‘Brien, who works with the Interfaith

crimination in housing, employment, public

Nutrition Network on Long Island and is not

accommodations and education.

affiliated with a parish, wore a pink shirt and

White‘s conference appearance was no

in Dallas. It is the largest church in the Metro—

But the state Senate‘s Republican majority

denim dress to the news conference. She was

accident. Five states in the Metropolitan

politan Community Church network, which

has refused to allow a public vote on the bill.

asked ifshe feared retribution from church

Church‘s Northwest district — including

has a mostly Gay congregation.

officials for her stand.

Idaho — face proposed anti—Gay legislation.

The state‘s Roman Catholic bishops have
been, along with the Conservative Party, the
bill‘s chief opponents. Their statement repre—

"I don‘t," she said, pausing before adding,
"today."

"The side who wins will be the side who

Idahoans will face an anti—Gay initiative on

sexuality, White said. "We know the only way

signatures are collected.

people change is by knowing Gays and Les—

The measure is designed to stop the state

bians."
More important than the initiative is the
need for spirituality among Gays and Lesbi—

on the basis of sexual preference.
"This initiative is so ridiculous and uncon—
stitutional," White said. "If they pass it, the
state is going to be embarrassed.

AT PLAY

To effectively fight the anti—Gay initiative,
Gays will have to become open about their

the ballot this November if enough petition

from extending civil rights protection to people

MEMPHIS

closed his homosexuality publicly.
He now is dean of the Cathedral of Hope

loves," White says.

ans, White said.

3

After his speech, White joined more than
200 delegates from the Metropolitan Commu—

"I don‘t believe it is ridiculous at all;"said

nity Church on the Statehouse steps to call for

John Slack, communications director for the

tolerance and understanding about Gays and

Idaho Citizens Alliance, which is pushing the

Lesbians.

anti—Gay initiative. "I believe there is a (Gay)

Gay Couple
Church

Looks

Pastorship

By James L. Eng
.

Forward To

Associated Press Writer

"Dave said yesterday that it really is the
quiet revolutions that may lay the foundations
for lasting change," IIgenfritz said. "I think this

SEATTLE (AP) — For the Revs. David

Shull and Igenfritz have held separate

part of their ministry lies ahead. The Gay

church positions before. They met at Yale Di—

couple say the preaching of healing, compas—

vinity School in 1984 and have been together

sion and acceptance is all part of their call.
Shull, 35, and ligenfritz, 32, this week were

MEMPHIS‘ ONLY
24—Hour GAY BAR

2 Big Shows

Late Nighi

Beer Bust

—

Chicago area. His partner is a development

versity Congregational Church, a United

specialist for Chicago Rehab Network, a con—

Church of Christ church in the city‘s Univer—

sortium of low— and moderate—income hous—

sity District. It‘s believed to be the first time a

ing developers, and also does grant—writing for

Gay or Lesbian couple has shared a ministe—

the HIV Coalition, an educational resource

rial position in any mainline church, officials

agency.

Midnight to 3 a.m.
Friday & Saturday

In telephone interviews June 14 from their
hometown of Chicago after four days in Se—

most for joint pastorship — and got more than

attle, Shull and IIgenfritz expressed nervous—

115 rejection letters. The rest never replied.

ness and enthusiasm about starting their new
"Our only real fear is that some people,

So when they were called out to Seattle last
— week for interviews with the University Con—
gregational Church search committee and to

perhaps both inside and outside the congrega—

meet with congregation members, they

tion, might have difficulty getting past seeing

weren‘t sure what to expect.

us only as Gay pastors," Shull said. "Our call—
$3.00

Shull said the two had applied to roughly
150 churches — some for single pastorships,

job in August.
_

for about eight years. Shull is a medical social
worker for Hospice of the Great Lakes in the

hired to share an associate pastorship at Uni—

said.
Every Friday & Saturday Night

is an incredibly hopeful sign."

Shull and Peter ligentfritz, the most difficult

f

"We always thought sometime, some place,

. ing is only to be parish pastors, and sexual

it just might happen," Shull said. "We have

orientation is only one very small part of who

been waiting for this for a long, long time."
continued on page 26

we are."
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Care Clinic. Raised over $1,500.
Benefit Roll of Honour
We are not going to take the risk of leav—
The Runaround
It is here where I feel the heart of our ing anyone out so we will not print the
See the calendar and ads, we‘re too tired
community beating.
names of those, especially the glitter girls,
to do it for you this month.
too numerous to mention. The three at the
Pride Recap
Pride benefit or the dozen at Beyond Tea
Final Round
First, we are going to acknowledge the are all equally deserving of merit. This
Pride in Memphis has outgrown the six
efforts of Memphis Pride itself. The indi— time, gentle readers, it is up to you to cor—
people who organized this year‘s events.
viduals responsible for a lot of organizing ner any of these girls (and boys, too) you
We will be looking for new volunteers later
include Dixie Alexander, Tim Aramburo, see off duty and tell them how wonderful
this summer. Memphis Pride, Inc. will be
Vincent Astor,; John Prowett, Tom they are.
chartered and more strongly orga—
Simmons and Mike Ricks.
Reflections Benefit for
nized by the end of the
Businesses which participated in a big Pride Events. Raised
summer. And that‘s
way were WKRB, Star Search Video, $100.
where you come in.
Reflections, the Pipeline, Oops, Nikita‘s,
Lambda Men‘s
p
Mid—Town Hair, Meristem Books, 501/ Chorus
Spring
Ta, ta.
505 Club and the Hut.
Concert benefit for
&
Lady A.
Organizations with very high profiles Aloysius Home.
were P—FLAG, NOW, MGLCC and Holy Raised $850.
Trinity Church.
Benefit perfor—
After the
Thanks to Alliance for flag waving and mances of Girl
Games P.S.
The Search for music playing.
Bar for Friends
Thanks to those volunteers from TN For Life. Raised
Javier Weichman
Leather Tribe, Wings and Tsarus who par— $2,100.
and all the other
§
Pride River Ride,
ticipated.
Games participants did ex—
The Expo was considered successful by benefit for MGLCC/
actly what so many non—
all of those who participated and so was Switchboard. Raised $1,500.
marching people aspire to do. They rep—
the River Ride.
R
Tsarus Club Night following River _resent our community in the best way
Due to circumstances beyond our con— Ride benefit for Friends For Life. Raised
possible, by competition of a high de—
trol we were not able to properly observe over $100.
gree of skill and sportsmanship. So, you
the Sunday events. The attendance was es—
Beat Your Face, Mary benefit for bowlers, pool tournament players, soft—
timated at 300 and media coverage was MGLCC Library. Raised $130. —
ball players, keep it up. I will support
provided by three TV stations and The
Hoedown at Holy Trinity Church ben—
you in every way I can. Be brave, be .
Commercial Appeal. Nikita‘s has the en— efit for building fund. Raised $888.
visible, be out and above all, play your
tire Rally on video and probably some of
Beyond Tea, benefit for Adult Special
best. Because you represent me too..
the Parade as well. We intend to see it and
perhaps we can arrange for it to be a Video
Night at MGLCC sometime.

Random Jottings Before the Plane
We hope we do not sound too scatter—
brained, we are dashing this off before our
plane leaves for Stonewall 25 in NYC. If
we missed something, we will exhume it
for next month.
This N‘ That Department
Everyone knows that the J—Wag‘s build—
ing is for sale. No new developments at
press time.
Reflections is now closed but will be
replaced by Zippers sometime in early
July. The exact date is to be a surprise.
With Reflections closing, Southern
Country Memphis will be relocating for
an interim period to WKRB on Tuesdays
and 501/505 on Fridays. Who knows what
the autumn might bring. Due to all of this
closing and moving, the club has post—
poned the upcoming Billy Cross Memo—
rial Fund—raiser until later when a suitable
location can be found.
The Rainbow Recipes Cookbook com—
mittee is contacting bars, businesses and
individuals and hoping to collect enough
recipes to begin production by the end of
July. There will be a Taste—Off of selected
recipes scheduled during August. One of
the nicest treats at this year‘s Pride Expo
were the hors d‘oeuvres brought by the
cookbook committee made from several
submitted recipes.
Warm Fuzzy
Department
I have heard, and even said mind you,
that there is very little cohesiveness about
the Gay/Lesbian community in Memphis.
It seems to bea very Memphis thing to do
to start another club for another group with
a special interest. So, a united "Gay/Les—
bian Community" is difficult to see. We
are, however, a diverse people and some
of this sort of thing goes with the territory.
In one respect, we unite. I never cease
to be impressed by the atmosphere at a
benefit. Usually, it‘s hot, smoky and stuffy,
people are crowded shoulder to shoulder
in a place just a little cozy for a cast of
thousands (not to mention the actual cast
of thousands changing costumes in, out,
— over, under, around and through one an—
other in an area which usually holds four).
People come to be entertained and to
support an effort. This puts them in a good
mood to begin with and makes them easier
to be entertained. They end up having a
particularly good time, especially when the
amount raised is made known.

Connections
Lambda Connections Can Help YOU
Meet Other Gay Men or Lesbians

Call: 1—900—678—0621
Follow the simple instructions to place your
personal ad and receive a voice mail box. Call back to
retrieve your messages, or to just browse other ads.

Javier Weichmah; Memphis' own rep—
resentative at Gay Games IV.

Gay Teens Memphis
Support Group for Gay Teenagers
(Sposnored by Parents and Friends of Lesbians & Gays)
First Tuesdays at 7:00 PM

. Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center
Ad space donated as a public Service of the Triangle Journal News

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
United Church of Christ 234 S.Watkins 278—6786

An Open and Affirmin%Congregation.
orship 11 AM
Sunday School 10 AM

"PERSONALS OF THE MONTH"
Single Gay Male, 35. 511°, 150#. Darkbrown hair and brown eyes. | am a health care professional, very
caring, and | like to have fun. I‘m looking for someone to share some times with, possible relationship, a
professional person, also. Age not that important; kindness and sincerity are. Call Ext. 26917.
Single Gay Female, 33, blond hair, hazel eyes. Big, beautiful, femmie—butch. | love future and past lives;
black and white and holographs — no polaroids for me. If you‘d like to talk with somebody who has the
imagination that can take you to new worlds and star systems, someone who appreciates history for where
we‘ve been . . . . please give me acall. Call Ext. 21326.
Call to reply to these ads ... or hear hundreds of others
It‘s the start to finding the right companionKﬁ'

$1.98/minute » You must be 18years ofage orolderto call

Recovery
Dateing [Ag
LivePsychicLine:
For Those in Recovery
— 1—900—562—4444
1.900.336.370
$1.98/minute 18+
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Historian Says Early Church Ceremonies United Men
By Brigitte Greenberg
Associated Press Writer
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) —
In the Middle Ages, men who loved
each other were commonly united
by priests in Christian ceremonies
much like weddings between men
and women, a historian says in a new
book.
In 12 years of research that took
_him to the Vatican library and else—
where in Europe, John Boswell of
Yale University says he found litur—
gies that joined male couples with
invocations to God, the clasping of
right hands and kisses to signify the
bond.
"In almost every age and place
the ceremony fulfilled what most
people today regard as the essence
of marriage: a permanent romantic
commitment between two people,
witnessed and recognized by the
community," Boswell wrote in
Same—Sex Unions in Premodern
Europe.
Other scholars dispute the find—
ings, saying the ceremonies blessed
friendships, not Gay love, and
should not be confused with Chris—
tian marriage.
Boswell acknowledges it is im—
possible to know whether the same—
sex relationships included sexual
activity, but concludes the ties were
stronger and deeper than friendship.
His book carried a June 30 pub—
lishing date but has been rushed into
bookstores. It has already received
considerable attention, due in part to
cartoonist Garry Trudeau, whose
"Doonesbury" characters discussed
Boswells findings (see related story
on page 27).
$
. "What he‘s trying to do is change
the Catholic Church. I think that was
his whole purpose," said Vern L.
Bullough, a professor emeritus of
history at the State University of
New York at Buffalo.
—
Bullough, who has written sev—
eral texts exploring human sexual—
ity, calls Boswell brilliant but said
Boswell‘s personal background —
as a Gay man and a convert to Ca—
tholicism, from Episcopalianism —
may have colored the research.
Ralph Hexter, a professor of
comparative literature at the Univer—
sity of Colorado and a longtime
friend of Boswell‘s, said Boswell
wouldnot allow his own beliefs to
cloud his research.
"Knowing him the way I do and
his integrity and his deep loyalty to
the intellectual pursuits, he would
not write this unless he thought that
was where the truth lay," Hexter
said. "No one can deny, looking at
this material, that it celebrates the
love of two men for each other."
What Boswell may have un—
earthed, Bullough said, were so—
called sealing ceremonies swearing
loyal brotherhood between men.
In one of Boswell‘sexamples of
the ceremonies, translated from 11th

century Greek, a priest says in part:
"For this holy place, we beseech
Thee, O Lord. That these thy ser—
vants (names) be sanctified with thy
spiritual benediction, we beseech
Thee, O Lord. That their love abide
without offense or scandal all the
days of their lives, we beseech Thee,
O Lord. That they be granted all
things needed for salvation and
godly enjoymentof life everlasting,
we beseech Thee, O Lord."
The priests who officiated at the
rites were members of what has
evolved into today‘s Roman Catho—
lic and Eastern Orthodox churches,
Boswell said.
A Hartford priest who has known
of Boswell‘s work for many years,
the Rev. Richard Cardarelli, said he
has been using the liturgies to per—

form marriage ceremonies for Gay
and Lesbian couples.
"I had integrated some ofthe
prayers that Dr. Boswell has discov—
ered into a ceremony," Cardarelli
said. "Most of them have been a cel—
ebration of Mass for a Gay or Les—
bian couple who want to make a
permanent commitment."
Cardarelli was excommunicated
from the Roman Catholic Church
earlier this year due to involvement
with a denomination of Lesbians and
Gays that calls itself the Ecumeni—
cal Catholic Church.
Boswell is distorting history and
indulging in "wishful thinking," said
William A. Percy, senior professor
of medieval history at the Univer—
sity of Massachusetts in Boston and
one of three editors of the Encyclo—

pedia ofHomosexuality.
The Christian Bible condemns
Gay relationships, and Christians of
the Middle Ages believed sex should
occur only within the bounds of
matrimony and to procreate, Percy
said.
&
"Not one of the fathers of the
church ever said even a neutral word
about homosexuality, let alone a
kind one," Percy said. "Of course,
men can form close bonds, but that
they should have sex was not part of
the Christian frame of mind. The
idea that these unions would be any—
thing other than spiritual is absurd."
Boswell, 47, was too seriously ill
to be interviewed, said Douglas A.
Stumpf, his editor at Villard Books,
a division of Random House.
But in an interview with the ABC

Stonewall: A Revolutionary Whodunit

By Rick Hampson
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — As the
crowd outside the bar roared "KILL
THE COPS!" a half dozen officers
cowered inside, their guns drawn.
A trash can had shattered the front
window, and now the mob was ram—
ming down the front door with an
uprooted parking meter. Someone
squirted lighter fluid inside, then
tossed in lighted matches.
"I‘d been in combat situations,
and there was no time I‘d ever felt
more scared than I felt that night,"
the police commander would recall,
years after his rescue by reinforce—
ments.
It was the ‘60s, but these were not
typical ‘60s rioters. They were Gay
men— teen—aged transvestite pros—
titutes in makeup and frilly shirts,
college boys in penny loafers, a few
long hairs — the ones who always
had gone quietly.
This was Stonewall, the bar that
became Gay America‘s Lexington
and Concord, the time and place
where Gays came out of the closet
and into the street.
The Stonewall riot on June 28,
1969, didn‘t begin the Gay rights
movement — four years earlier, a
group of men and women in suits
and dresses had picketed soberly
outside the White House — but it
transformed it.
Before Stonewall, homosexual—
ity was generally described as a
crime or a sickness or both. People
of the same sex could not dance to—
gether or wear "unusual or unnatu—
ral attire," and police could
confidently send two officers to raid
a Gay bar with 200 patrons.
After Stonewall, Gay men and
women held hands and kissed in the
street. They chanted "Gay Power!"
They flaunted what their predeces—
sors hid.

But 25 years later, no one knows you.
Inside, you were scrutinized by
who threw the first bottle or hit the
first cop, or just why a routine po— several hostile, heterosexual Mafia
lice raid on a sleazy, Mafia—run bar wannabes, one of whom kept a base—
turned into the signal event of the ball bat handy. If you passed muster
you paid a few dollars for a ticket
Gay liberation movement.
Historians, witnesses and police good for a couple of watered—down
still argue over how many people drinks.
And, because Stonewall had no
were at the bar, which mob family
liquor license, you had to sign your
controlled it, what kind of a clien—
name in a book, thereby maintain—
tele it attracted.
But because of AIDS, because of ing the legal fiction that you were
who the rioters were, and because joining a private "bottle club."
The police said the Mafia used
of a movement‘s need for a usable
past, it‘s hard to know exactly what
patrons‘ names to blackmail them,
happened at 53 Christopher St. in
but patrons say the most popular
entries were Donald Duck and Judy
Greenwich Village that night.
The streets are thick with 40ish Garland.
people who were at Woodstock, or
Everyone agrees on one thing: the
claim they were. But among the wit—
glasses were dirty. There was no run—
nesses of Stonewall — most in their
ning water behind the bar, and empty
teens or 20s in ‘69 — the ghosts glasses were simply dipped in vats
outnumber the living.
of water before being reused.
Historian Martin Duberman, au—
The bar‘s walls were painted
thor of Stonewall, says that at least black and its windows covered with
half the 200 people inside the bar that
plywood. The dance floor, however,
night have died, many from AIDS.
had lights that would begin flashing
in case of a police raid — a sign to
The riot was spearheaded by
Gay couples to stop dancing to—
young transvestites,many of them
Black and Hispanic, many of them
gether.
§
drug addicts, many of them missing
Stonewall, in short, was no hot—
bed of revolution. But the night of
for years. *
And today, the Stonewall riot has June 27 was different.
become a pawn in the struggle to
Judy Garland‘s funeral took place
define the Gay movement. Those
in New York that day. Many of the
who seek broad social acceptance of Gay men who adored her were over—
homosexuality tend to downplay the
wrought. ... The police already had
raided Stonewall once that week.
role of drag queens and street hus—
tlers at Stonewall; those of a more (Raids were a regular occurrence,
despite the $2,000 a week paid to the
radical bent tend to exaggerate it.
"There‘s no real chance of get—
local police precinct.) ... It was hot
ting to the absolute truth anymore," and muggy, something people al—
says Bob Kohler, a Village resident ways mentionwhen they recall the
who joined the riot after coming night. ... There was a full moon.
In Stonewall that night, the hours
upon it while walking his dog. "It‘s
just too late."
before midnight felt like the minutes
The Stonewall Inn was a Gay
before a summer thunderstorm,
speakeasy, frequented by a range of when the coming tempest, no mat—
young men. You approached the ter how violent, at least offers the
heavy blue front door and knocked;
prospect of relief.
Gay liberation was ready to lurch
a doorman peered through a peep—
hole and decided whether to admit to life — violently, awkwardly, al—

television news show Day One that
was videotaped in September, when
he was preparing his book, the au—
thor defended his interpretations of
the ceremonies.
"Let these people show I read the
Greek or Old Church Slavonic
wrong," Boswell said.
When asked whether the services
could be for brothers or friends,
Boswell replied: "There are ceremo—
nies for that, and these aren‘t those
ceremonies."
Stumpfsaid Boswell, whose pre—
vious book, Christianity, Social Tol—
erance, and Homosexuality was
hailed as revolutionary, wants "to
correct the historical record."
"He is not a political advocate.
He is a historian. He is a trained
scholar," Stumpf says. "What people
want to make of this ceremony to—
day is up to them."

most accidentally.
Shortly after midnight, the vice
squad barged in the door and filtered
through the crowd, checking identi—
fication, muttering insults, but de—
taining only employees and a
handful of transvestites.
But after patrons left the bar, they
didn‘t flee the area, as they usually
did, happy to have escaped expo—
sure; instead, they gathered in a
small park across thestreet and
waited.
The mood was still light. The
crowd cheered and whistled at trans—
vestites as they were escorted from
the bar toward a police van; the
queens responded with their
campiest poses.
Then, something happened that
changed everything. Just what de—
pends on the witness:
f
—A cop smacked a masculine—
looking Lesbian who complained
that her handcuffs were too tight;
—A transvestite was roughed up
en route to the van, began swinging,
and escaped;
:
—Someone threw a bottle
against the wall of the Stonewall,
almost hitting one cop and drawing
others out from inside the bar.
Craig Rodwell, a Gay activist
who was watching from a building
stoop, offered a likely explanation.
"There was no one thing that hap—
pened, or one person. There wasjust
... a flash of group — of mass —
anger."
In any case, the crowd‘s mood
quickly turned. Boos, coins and de—
bris rained down on the police, forc—
ing them to retreat inside the bar to
wait for backup.
The crowd became angrier and
larger, swelling to more than 1,000.
._ Howard Smith, a Village Voice
reporter who was with the police,
later wrote that "the sound filtering
in didn‘t suggest dancing faggots
any more; it sounded like a power—
ful rage bent on vendetta." _
The police were ready to shoot
when they heard sirens — the riot
squad.
Continued on page 26
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From the Poop Sheet

by Ace Lundon — Nationally
Syndicated Columnist
Well, kiss ma‘ grits and butter
ma‘ buns! He said: "I wanna shake
your hand. You‘re the first faggot I
ever met that I like." He was a co—
worker and known for his bigotry
and homophobia. Guess I should
have been shocked and offended by
his statement, but I honestly wasn‘t.
This was normal language for him
and if we spent time correcting him
every time we heard the words fag,
queer, nigger, jungle bunny, spick,
beaner, wetback, kike, bull dyke, or
fairy... well, we‘d have accom—
plished nothing. Everyone sort of
just overlooked him and his igno—
rance.
I was taken a bit aback, however,

because he said he liked me. As I
extended my hand in response, I did
let slip out, "Coming from you, John,
this is a high compliment." He
thanked me.
Ive often thought of what might
have happened if I had been of—
fended rather than accepting of his
"compliment." Anyway, since that
occasion, we‘ve become good ac—
quaintances. He still can‘t under—
stood how I could be a faggot since
I‘m not his idea of the stereotype.
When he brought his son and daugh—
ter over to meet me for the first time
when they were ages 15 and 16, the
intro went: "I want you to meet Mr.
Lundon, kids. He‘s a fairy but you
don‘t have to be afraid. I just don‘t
want you to grow up the way I did."
Later on, he was so proud of him—
self when he let me know he‘d voted
pro—Gay for the first time in an elec—
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~ tion. I‘ll just bet we‘ll have two more
pro—Gay voters when the kids start
voting, too.
My gut feeling is that maybe this
is the kind of education of the gen—
eral public we‘re going to have to
doto achieve equal rights legally. So
all you faggots and bull dykes out
there in readerland... pick your fa—
vorite bigot and let them know a
queer loves them with no sexual de—
sires involved. With the five differ—
ent basic kinds of love, it‘s nice to
know our lives can be filled with
love, love, love, love and love, huh?
We must never forget Dr. Mar—
tin Luther King‘s words: "The most
dangerous thing in the world is ig—
norance systematically pursued."
Channel Change
Have you ever spent much time
thinking about why you do what you
do? Like your job? Your home life?
Your social life? What‘s the moti—
vation involved?
Suppose with our jobs it‘s basi—
cally money motivation, huh? I
know it used to be so with me when
I was young... uh, younger. Then a
life—to—death—to—life experience hap—
pened to me in the late 50s and a lot
of my philosophies began changing;
not overnight, however. It finally
came down to the fact that if I had to
have money to survive, then it would
have to be doing something which I
enjoyed and with co—workers I en—
joyed working with five days a
week. The money was important,
surely, but my greed took on a dif—
ferent shade of green after it became
quite evident I couldn‘t take it with
me on the other side.
Guess being a Leo my home life
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May 14, 1994......
Why should May 14, 1994 mean
anything to anyone? On the evening
of Sat., May 14, 1994, we all lost a
sister. The sister‘s name was
Rebecca Stacy Crawford.
Although I never met Stacy
Crawford, I did know her because I
know myself and others like her. In
fact, I had been saying much the
same things Stacy had said. Things
like: "I am alone. I do not have any—
one to date. I‘m getting older."
I am sure I can come up with
other things that could have been
said.
For at the very young age of 39,
Rebecca Stacy Crawford took her
own life by driving her car into the
Mississippi River. The tragedy of it
all is that she in all probability did
not have someone to talk with and
exercised not an option, but an out.
The out, unfortunately, was very
permanent.
Stacy Crawford was a unique
woman. She was a post—operative
transsexual woman. No!... no, she
was a woman and had been either
all of her life or since 1974. I think it

has always been motivated by sim—
ply having a lair of basic comfort;
so unlike my brother who wanted
and sought splendor, which he‘s had
to pay through the nose for, of
course. Do I spend a lot of time
house—cleaning? You guessed it.
When it‘s necessary.
Like when I was caring for my
lifemate dying from AIDS and I
wanted the place to be germ—free; he
didn‘t want to be in a hospital.
Friends over the years have always
called my home "Grandma‘s Place"
because it was a place where they
felt "at home." The motivation has
always been to simply provide the
necessities of living which would
garner physical comfort.
What motivated my social life
over the years has taken many
changes. When I was a young lion,
it many times was motivated sim—
ply because I was on the prowl for a
piece. During my married years with
my wife, it was sometimes on the
prowl! for a different piece motiva—
tion. I learned a lot about the natural
bisexual nature of the animal during
those years.
Having been raised in the upper
middle class income bracket and
then going on in my younger years
in the entertainment industry, a good
portion of my social life was that of
socializing in a business—connected
manner, having to attend functions
for the sake of being seen. What a
God—awful motivation this is. Oh,
the plastic nature of Tinsel town!
When my lifemate and I were
together, it was more fun simply
being with him whether at home
playing cards with friends, making

a rug together, or taking ourselves
on a "date" or a vacation.
As the years have passed, I am
thoroughly convinced that the only
motivations which truly count are
those which have to do with love and
loving, being comfortable with one‘s
self and others, enjoying each expe—
rience and allowing others to enjoy
us as we interact in a beneficial man—
ner to our environment. Guess it‘s
sort of like what JFK said: "It‘s not
what your country can do for you,
it‘s what you can do for your coun—
try," huh?
So tell me what motivates you to
work yourjob, keep your house, and
to socialize?
Breaking up is hard to do. So
the old song goes. It‘s true. Coming
out is harder. It took me around two
years of agonies when my wife and
I split—up, but it took me 28 years of
agony in my "coming out" process.
Breaking up is the loss of a love
relationship with the possibility of
gaining a new love ahead. Coming
out is the possibility of losing loves
in one‘s life with the possibility of
gaining many new loves ahead.
Breaking up or coming out—
hard? You bet! Coming out may be
more comparable to the pains of giv—
ing birth, however, as it predicts the
birth of an old—new you.
Well, that‘s it from the Poop
Sheet.
ya
C
Mr. Lundon is former Mg. Edi—
tor of Zipper Magazine and The
Coast to Coast Times. His autobio—
graphical legacy: The Closets Are
Empty... The Dining Room‘s Full is
in hard cover by Ponderosa Publish—
ing House. Visa/MC 800—356—9315.

depends on which way you want to
look at her situation. Thanks to a
combination of genetics, society and
a so—called normal world, this young
woman was not a part of the "nor—
mal" world. In the eyes of the "nor—
mal" world if you are transsexual,
transvestite, homosexual or anything
else that is not "normal," you don‘t
fit in. As much as I hate to say it this
world has more than its share of
people that for whatever reasons
have not been educated to the causes
of transsexualism and the plight of
the transsexual. This lack of educa—
tion leads to little or no compassion,
to discrimination, to bias and big—
otry.
As I said, I lost a sister. I only
wish that I could have been there to
hold her hand, have her cry on my
shoulder, listen to her words of de—
spair. I am not crazy enough to de—
lude myself into thinking I could
have saved Stacy Crawford‘s life,
but I would like to think I just might
have made a difference. Where does
all this lead to? I, too, am a unique
woman, a transsexual and I know
full well what people like Stacy
Crawford and others go through. The
loss of Stacy Crawford is a loss to
us all, and that loss not only adds to
the morbid statistics where trans—
sexual suicide is concerned, butit di—

minishes the world that we live in.
Suicide is not an option, it is an
out. It serves no purpose other than
to end the suffering of the person
who takes his or her own life. It
leaves the survivors to clean up the
mess. The suicide rate for transsexu—
als is of epidemic proportion and so
needless.
This article is dedicated to the
memory of Rebecca Stacy Crawford
in the hope that her death will not
have been in vain, for its is the death
of this pioneer that has pushed the
forming of the group of transsexual
women in the support of other trans—
sexual women out into the open. The
name of this group is Southern Sis—
ters. The purpose of this group is to
be there for others who have no one
else to talk to. To hold hands, ery on
the shoulders, and hopefully keep
someone else from taking the out...
the big out!
To Stacy Crawford, I say that I
wish I had met you long ago. It is
my loss for not having done so. You
will be missed by your family and
your friends, known and unknown.
I hope you have found peace and go
with God. So long and farewell,
"Little Sister."
And remember, I am woman.
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Continued from page 21
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The church, with 1,200 members, on Sun—
day voted by a strong 76 percent majority to
approve the couple‘s hiring. There were 474
yes votes, 143 no‘s and seven abstentions.
The Rev. Gail Crouch, the church‘s other
associate pastor, said the committee was look—
ing for candidates with solid theological edu—
cation, experience in social work and strong
faith.
:
"They were the best of 50 candidates the
committee looked at," Crouch said. "The fact.
that they were Gay was not a consideration."
The worshippers voted after hearing from
Shull and Iigenfritz at the Sunday morning
service. IIgenfritz told the standing—room only
congregation that fear should not be the final
word when a group faces change. Shull fin—
ished the sermon and said that word should be
trust.
Crouch said the church has received more
than a dozen calls about the hiring since the
vote. Only one, she said, was negative.
The church had feared that some members
would resign or withhold donations in protest
of the decision.

Gays have served in ministerial posts and
heterosexual clergy couples have shared
pastorships, both within the United Church of
Christ and other churches, said Hans
Holznagel, spokesman for United Church of
Christ headquarters in Cleveland.
But this is believed to be the first time that
a Gay or Lesbian couple has shared such a
post in any mainline church, said Holznagel
and Sam Loliger of the United Church of
Christ‘s Coalition for Lesbian and Gay Con—
cerns.
The United Church of Christ was formed
from a 1958 merger between Congregational
churches and Evangelical and Reform
churches. It has 1.5 million members in more
than 6,200 congregations in the United States
and Puerto Rico.
:
Shull and Iigenfritz say a crucial part of
their work will be to accept and perhaps con—
vert those who opposed their hiring.
"It sure will be an important part of our
ministry there, at least initially. It will be a real
ministry of healing, of reaching out to the 24
percent of the congregation who voted against
this for a variety of reasons," IIgenfritz said.
"Our real hope is that we will be just seen
as pastors, because that‘s all we want to be,"
Shull added.

velopments on Christopher Street. The
Mattachine Society, the largest Gay rights
group at the time, posted a sign on Stonewall‘s
Continued from page 23
facade: "WE HOMOSEXUALS PLEAD
The troopers, equipped with shields, batons
WITH OUR PEOPLE TO PLEASE HELP
and visored helmets, advanced down Christo—
MAINTAIN PEACEFUL AND QUIET
pher Street in V formation. But the crowd re— CONDUCT ON THE STREETS OF THE
. fused to disperse; it simply circled around
VILLAGE."
behind them.
To some moderates, the fact that Stonewall
Transvestites formed a "Stonewall Girls"
had been sparked by transvestite street hus—
chorus line that kicked Rockette—style and sang tlers— outcasts among the outcast — was just
(to the tune of "Ta—Ra—Ra—Boom—Dee—Ay"):
too much.
f
"We are the Stonewall Girls
— Sunday night was relatively quiet, and the
We wear our hair in curls
bar reopened.
‘We have no underwear
Poet Allen Ginsberg strolled by, saw "Gay
We show our pubic hair."‘
Power!" scratched on the wall, and went in—
It was 4 a.m. before police finally cleared
side to join the handful of patrons. He pro—
the streets. Thirteen people were arrested, and . nounced them "beautiful — they‘ve lost that —
roughly as many cops and civilians injured.
wounded look that fags all had 10 years ago."
Kohler, who‘d joined the riot almost by
Today, the street sign on the bar‘s block on
accident, sat on a curb, drained. He knew
Christopher says "Stonewall Place" and stat— —
something had happened, but wasn‘t sure
ues in the park mark the rebellion.
what.
‘In the years since Stonewall, 53 Christo—
On Saturday night the rebels were back, . pher has housed a clothing store, a bagel shop
and so were the police. This time the rebels and a Chinese restaurant. Now it is the Stone—
closed Christopher Street by surrounding and
wall again, a Gay bar that opens at 4 p.m. and
rocking cars that dared to venture forward.
closes at 4 a.m.
. That night the crowd was larger and more
The new Stonewall is a diminished version
diverse. There were Lesbians, anarchists from
of the old, with about half the space and a pool
the East Village, and Gays versed in the street table instead of a dance floor. A sign near the
tactics of the anti—war and civil rights move—
front door says: "Anyone Caught Destroying
ments.
Property Will Be Arrested!!"
s
One ofthe latter, Jim Fouratt, brought along
The bar was packed at the end of last month,
pins to stick in the sides of the mounted as Gay men and women from around the world
police‘s horses. "The Black Panthers talked
gathered in New York to mark the 25th anni—
about how the ‘lumpen,‘ the oppressed, would
versary of Stonewall.
spontaneously ignite," he recalls. "That‘s what
They debated the legacy of Stonewall —
happening."
whether the riot was a millstone aroundthe
Afterseveral hours ofjeering, rock—throw—
neck of a movement that must now reach be—
ing and reprises of "Stonewall Girls," the
yond the Gay ghetto, or whether it is a impor—
streets were cleared.
tant reminder of homosexuals‘ history of
Not all Gays were exhilarated by the de—
persecution.
:
Stonewall
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Singular Gay Club Helps Define a

Doonesbury Strips on

Community and a Comedy Style

Same—Sex Unions Make

Josie‘s special place in the comedy
firmament.
"Josie‘s is the only place we‘ve
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —The — performed where management is
night Robin Williams came on stage about the acts, not selling drinks.
to do a impromptu set for his friend There‘s no other place in the coun—
Marga Gomez, tiny Josie‘s Juice try like this," said Jaffe Cohen of
New York‘s Funny Gay Males com—
_ Joint felt like the center of the com—
edy trio.
edy universe.
To the crowds who pack the
Gomez had just finished a one—
woman performance that left the cozy—yet—cutting—edge Gay comedy
audience reeling. A tape caught the club and cabaret night after night,
Josie‘s is a fixture, a fact of cultural
whole thing for HBO.
Hot stuff for the world of main— life that leaves them laughed—out and
stream comedy, which only five happy as they head for their cars in
years ago probably wouldn‘t have the soft San Francisco night air.
Given the growing visibility of
looked twice at an openly Lesbian
the Gay community, it seems there
Cuban—American.
Just another sizzling night at should be places like this all over the
Josie‘s, the nation‘s only full—time country.
But there aren‘t. What‘s amazing
Gay and Lesbian comedy club and
is how singular a phenomenon
cabaret.
Cultural spaces likes Josie‘s Josie‘s actually is. Nowhere else in
don‘t rise up in a vacuum. If, years America is there a space for Lesbian
from now, the club is remembered and Gay comics to hone their skills
as a flashpoint of Gay and Lesbian —and knock ‘em dead — 365 days
culture, it will be a tribute to the vi— a year.
Everyone who is anyone in the
sion of manager Donald Montwill
and the tremendous energy of the Gay comedy world plays Josie‘s —
Lesbian and Gay community find— which more and more means a lot
of folks who also happen to appear
ing a voice in comedy.
Humor has always been a way for in the mainstream comedy world.
They include Bob Smith and
oppressed groups to tell the truth of
Jaffe Cohen of Funny Gay Males,
their experience.
"Black and Jewish comedians did who are working on a book about
it first," Montwill said. "They were growing up Gay. Smith also is work—
ing on a Steven Spielberg movie
all fostered in a safe space."
\_
Josie‘s nurtures that long—stand— about a Gay standup comic. ©
ing tradition in the Gay community.
Then there‘s Gomez, who
Gomez tells stories of growing up opened for Comic Relief this year
in New York, describing her part— and Lea DeLaria, who hosted the
ner of five years as "Mrs. Gomez." world‘s first Gay comedy special on
Every Lesbian in the room bursts cable‘s Comedy Central. And
into laughter, reliving years of try— Suzanne Westenhoefer who did one
ing to find some way to describe for HBO. And Frank Maya, who had
their lovers without sounding like his own half—hour comedy special on
refugees from a girls‘ camp.
MTV.
Night after mght no matter how
To Montwill, the performances
at Josie‘s are as much politics as art. big the act or how green the open—
By ELizabeth Wise
Associated Press Writer

mike hopefuls, the long, narrow
space is packed, pulling them in from .
all over the San Francisco Bay area
and beyond.
On stage on a Friday night, Dos
Fallopia, a ‘mixed‘ comedy duo
from Seattle featuring a straight
woman and a Lesbian, do a rousing
rendition of "Mamas, don‘t let your
babies grow up to be drag queens."
Collaborators Lisa Koch and
Peggy Platt specialize in material
they call ‘human—friendly.‘ They
describe themselves as "twin sisters
of different cul—de—sacs."
"Josie‘s is really important to us.
Out there, there are so many rules
about what you can perform. Here
we can be ourselves," said Koch.
Even on Monday, open mike
night, upwards of 60 people fill the
room. At straight comedy clubs,
maybe five people show for open
mikes and most are comics them—
selves, says Lisa Geduldig, who cut
her comedic teeth doing open—mike
nights at Josie‘s.
"When you go to Josie‘s, you
know people want to be there and
the audience isn‘t going to heckle
you if you dare to say something
feminist or pro—Gay."
"It‘s wonderful to come to a com—
edy club and not worry about homo—
phobic jokes. I feel like it‘s the kind
of place that nurtures our own
people," seconds patron Robin
Dolan, 32, of San Francisco.
"As Gay people, (before) we only
had bars. Josie‘s gives a place for
Gay artists to develop our culture,"
says Cohen.
But the most ringing endorse—
ment comes from Smith, who will
be appearing in New York on the
Tonight show in July.
"You know, there are straight
comics in New York who would kill
to play Josie‘s."

They define and name, making up
for the years when silence was the Sarah Miles Says Marriage
community‘s only archive.
"I want Gay and Lesbian people
Helped Her Write Play
to be everywhere in American cul—
ture. We‘re living in a different
world. Now ourjob is to put out stuff
that‘s impressive and makes us
proud," he says.
Josie‘s is truly a community—
grown space. Montwill was doing
political organizing when club
owner Ron Lanza said, "You‘re do—
ing such a good job at that, want to
happy as when I chose to return to my husband, who
try your hand at managing a club?" was a stroke victim," Miles said in a recent interview. "Living through
Montwill started out booking acts someone else, lwmg for someone else, being in serv1ce to someone else,
at the Valencia Rose, a mostly Gay that‘s where true contentment lay."
performance space in the Mission
Miles is married to writer Robert Bolt, who wrote screenplays for A
district.
Man for All Seasons, Lawrence ofArabia and Dr. Zhivago, and recently
"The Rose went under, but I completed a multi—part BBC series on Richard Nixon.
guess I hadn‘t had enough. So on
Miles‘ play, which was previously produced in Oxford, England, has its
October 6th, 1990, we opened up — American premiere June 10 at the Fountain Theatre in Hollywood.
Josie‘s," Montwill said. "It‘s still a
In the play, a man becomes a woman, and when his wife meets him in
dicey deal, but we opened in the his new identity, "they end up madly in love all over again because they

Nervous
KANSASCITY,Mo.(AP)—At
least two newspapers refused to run
‘a series of "Doonesbury" cartoon
strips,whichsuggestedtheCatholic
church once sanctioned same—sex
unions.
The series by GarryTrudeau ran
during the first week in June. It
showed Mark, aGaycharacter, tell—
ing a Christian fundamentalist that
the Catholic Church used to sanc—
tion homosexual marriages.
Mark
The strip mentions a book being
published laterthis month by a reli— — yond his traditional satire into ma—
giousscholarat Yale,John Boswell, terial weconsiderreligiously offen—
whoseresearch includes hisdiscov— sive for a family newspaper." The
ery ofCatholic liturgies fora same— Journal—Starsaid itwasnotpublish—
sex ceremony. (See story on page ingthe series"becausewebelieve it
be grossly offensive to large
23.)"Editors calledwanting to know would
numbers ofour readers."
iftherewasreallyabookthatismen— Both newspapersofferedtosend
tioned in the strip," said Alan copies of the strips to readers who
McDermott, managing editor of requested them.
Kansas City—based Universal Press "We‘ve had readerssay, ‘Why is
Syndicate, which distributes Trudeau picking on the Catholic
. "Doonesbury."
Church?‘ But ifyou read the strips,
"This week, we‘ve heard from a no one is picking on anybody, what
couple of dozen irate readers who he‘spointingout isthattheCatholic
wonder why Garry Trudeau exists Church used to have a different
to make their lives unhappy."
on same—sex marriages,"
The (Bloomington, III.) viewpoint
McDermott
Pantagraph andtheJournal—Starof In the past,said.newspapers have re—
Peoria, III., both refused to run the fusedtopublish"Doonesbury"strips
strips, McDermott said.
dealing with allegations ofdrug use
Instead, the Pantagraph ran a by former Vice President Dan
note saying Trudeau "has gone be— Quayle and obscenity in art.
Editors

Australian trained
ROW

DRACCICIONGR.

Scudio & Douse Calls Available
«——

Phone (901) 767—0681

about

Transexual
LOS ANGELES with
(AP)her—husband
Writer andhelped
actressherwrite
Sarah aMiles
says hera mar—
on—
and—offrelationship
play
about
riedThemanplay,
whoCharlemagne,
undergoes a sexis based
change.on the relationship oftwo friends of
Miles,
butlove.
shesays herown marriage helped herunderstand theconcept of
undying
"I was never so

middle of the depression and we‘re
still here."
The performers are clear about

were not in love with the sex but the enduring values," Miles said.
Miles starred in films including Ryar‘s Daughter and The Sailor Who
Fell From Grace With the Sea before taking time off from acting to write.
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Sensitive to the Needs of the
Gay & Lesbian Community
Enrica Ramey
Office: 377—1075

Home: 375—9584

Analysis
continued from page 1
way it‘s worked out has been a total
loss."
The rate of discharge has not
changed under the new policy and
officials are still hunting for Gays,
said Dixon Osburn of the Service
Members Legal Defense Network.
Personal diaries and computer files
have been read, he said, and mili—
tary officers recently claimed a pair
of 1970s style platform shoes was
evidence of homosexual conduct.
Cammermeyer, a 26—year veteran
who earned a Bronze Star in Viet—
nam, revealed her Lesbianism two

years ago under questioning during
policy.
a security clearance.
"There‘s no way that anyone can
Frank said he tried and failed to justify appealing these cases, either
discourage a White House challenge
legally or morally,"said Los Ange—
to the order to
reinstate
les business consultant David
Cammermeyer and to clear her
Mixner, a Clinton fund—raiser and
record. However, he said he ac—
college friend. "If the appeal is up—
cepted the need to appeal part of the
held, it will have historical ramifi—
order banning future action against
cations for Gays and Lesbians who
Cammermeyer.
wish to serve their country. It is a
His reasoning: "She‘s made it
very serious game that they are play—
very clear she doesn‘t intend to © ing."
hide." That‘s grounds for discharge
Frank and others are planning to
under current policy, and Frank con—
introduce a bill outlawing job dis—
tends the Justice Department has no
crimination against homosexuals.
choice but to defend current policy.
Clinton‘s choice will be clear: sit out
However, others in the Gay com—
the inevitable bitter battle or stick to
munity say they see no reason the
the principles he talked about when
administration must defend a flawed
he ran for president.

_

sembled. And it continued.
Police and march organizers
worked well and smoothly, I heard
of no incidents and saw only one
HOFESSIDNAL
small counter—protest. One police—
man even complimented my gown.
A list ofdemands concerning tol—
erance and equal human rights were
presented to the United Nations and
in Central Park, 72 performers and
speakers addressed a crowd so huge
it was difficult to see the grass. Liza
Minelli sang, Governor Mario
f
——
>>
—=—~ Cuomo spoke and, once again, unity
and diversity walked hand in hand.
5”GIFT CERTIFlCATES AVAlLABLE cs
Saturday evening were more re—
._unions with friends, parties and —
dances in every available empty
>J
room and on the deck of the aircraft
carrier USS Intrepid, and Christo—
Books & More for Women & Their Friends
pher St. as jam—packed as Bourbon
St. at Mardi Gras. The subways
930 South Cooper — (901) 276—0282
added extra trains to handle the
crowds and many were still celebrat—
Thursday, July 14 — 6 p.m.
ing at 7 am Monday.
RIOT GRRLS Meeting
We are all making progress. The a
Gay Games is making quantum
Sunday, July 17 — 6 p.m.
leaps in the world of sports and in
WOMEN WRITERS GROUP Meeting
the world of perceptions. We have
shown we can provide numbers and
economic impact and that we can
Friday, July 22 — 6:30 p.m.
LadyA andthe Tennessee/Kentuckycontingentatthe Stonewall25 March
organize on a large level.
SISTAHS Meeting
Sir Ian advised "Come out!" Vis—
sanctioned by their governing bod—
ibility is critical and sometimes it can
Gay
Games
ies, so if an athlete sets a record as
be expensive but it is the only way
did Bruce hays it will be officially
we can swell this influence. And if continued from page 1
recognized.
SUMMER CLEARANCESALE —
you do not choose to be visible, then
"There is certainly enough com—
about
is
to
bringthe
community
to—
you have no complaint about those
aturday&Sunday, July30&31
petition for me to make it interest—
who are. If you come out by any gether."
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani says he ing," Hayes said. "It‘s sort of a nice
means you choose, in any way you
choose, then you have joined in. We hopes the Games will be "a lesson change to be in an event where it‘s
”SUPER SUMMER SWAP&SALE
who do not wish to be excluded must in tolerance and equality." And he not just a bunch of elite—level people
not be exclusive when it comes to helped secure Yankee Stadium for who are within a few hundredths of
}
Saturday, July30 —
the closing ceremony.
a second of each other."
these issues which affect us all.
No, the Gay Games are not elit—
Not all the competitors were there
.
(Raindate Sunday, July31)
§
I will quote some lyrics, as I fre—
just
to
have
a
good
time.
A
women‘s
ist.
Everyone gets a participant‘s
quently
do,
from
two
songs
written
'-;.J0lnusforourbig summer blowoutsale of new-3;
volleyball team from Long Beach, medal.
for
the
Games.
andused books!Here‘s howit works: Foronly:
Nor are the Games conventional.
"Our lives have changed beyond Calif., had six college All—Ameri—
$5,youcanrentand sell your reading treasures
cans.
In
squash,
the
nation‘s
second—
Several
women‘s hockey teams, for
our dreams, yet not enough, some—
times it seems, But through joys and ranked player was expected to meet instance, call themselves the Mighty
that needa newhome! Yousupplythe used
‘sorrows, hopes and fears, We‘ve No. 5. And Canadian Olympic team Dykes; another, the Boston Bee—
booksand atable, we supplythe cold drinks, .
stayed together throughout the alternate Matthew Hall competed in hives, have a giant cardboard cutout
chairs and advertismg' And, at the sametime,
figure skating.
of Marilyn Monroe for a mascot.
years."
Olympic skaters Tai Babilonia
Local favorites include the New
Meristem hasits SUMMERCLEARANCE
"Take the flame and pass it on,
and Randy Gardner gave an exhibi— York Queerleaders, who cheer for a
Spread
your.
light
and
share
the
_SALE(inside, in the air.conditioning) on new.
dawn. Grab this chance before it‘s tion, as did Olympic gold medal flag football team, and Juanita
items! What adeal! Last year‘s swap wasa big
Harvey, a 38—year—old Black Lesbian
gone, Take the flame and pass it on." diver Greg Louganis.
The competition in 13 sports is grandmother wrestler from Brook—
(successso reserve your space NOWI waJ
Here‘s to them, and here‘s to you.
lyn.
V.) Here‘s to you, and here‘s to me.
pe

pened. At a signal, First Avenue fell
silent. After a minute for the mes—
continued from page 13
sage to reach the last of the partici—
pants, there were three minutes of
up and down the street at one point , silence for all those lost to sickness
and there was nothing to be seen but
and violence.
banners and marchers as far as the
Suddenly, a wave of noise fol—
eye could see. The Raise the Rain—
lowed the silence, a shout that turned
bow mile—long rainbow flag AIDS
a corner from the past to the future
fundraiser was in the early section — which bade farewell to the Stonewall
of the march.
Inn and turned toward the biggest
At 3 pm, the impossible hap— queer party/political action ever as—
Stonewall 25

SSAGE
BY (APPOINTMENT
az OUJTCALEONLY >.

e
| (901) 27zg—976s8 |
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Manager Dave witt Gladly Special Order Udess for Hou.
"Where Friends Meet and leave Happy"

CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercialads FREE. Limit of30 words
(includingaddressorphonenumber) and
a $2.00 charge for the use of our P.O.
Box. Please specifyifyou wantto use our
P.O. Box. Commercial ads are charged
at the rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00
minimum. Phonenumbersandzip codes
are free. Deadline for ads is the 15th of
each month. Send to Triangle Journal
News, Box 11485 Memphis, TN 38111—
0485. Classifieds must be submitted in
writing and must include your name and
a telephone number where you can be
reached to verify the ad. If you would
likeacopyoftheissueyouradappears
in, pleasesend$1.00tocoverpostaye.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TIN
announcements and classifieds will not
automatically be re—run. Announcements
andclassifieds mustbere—submittedeach
the
Bro & BREAKFAST
_
Bed & Breakfast—A Victorian home
furnished . with antiques offers
accommodations to men and women.
Homeis locatedinsmallTennessee River
town near Pickwick—Shiloh. Gourmet
country dinner with complimentary wine.
Area activities include: boating, walking
trails, antiqueshops, auctions. Your hosts
are available to assist with planning local
activities. Reservations: Mon—Thurs (901)
278—5844, Fri—Sun (901) 687—3456.
NEWORLEANSBYWATERRETREAT.
Unique private apartment near French
Quarter. Sleeps up to four. Private bath
with shower and separate kitchen. $25

per night per person. Weekly rates

Italian graphic artist, 37 years old, seeks friends for friendship and fantasy, fun
available. Susan Hare, 4220 Burgundy,
negotiable. Call T.C. at: 354—0156
70117 — 504—943—5112.
art dealer/art gallery, able to introduce times together. Race/age doesn‘t matter.
(24 hours).
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres
Pleasewrite: Dept. B—07, P.O. Box 11485,
him in the American market. Fantastic,
Massage SERVICES
ofprivacyinafunvacation area. Exclusive YOU
Memphis, TN 38111—0485 or call: 901—
DESERVE
THE
BEST effective production. Please write for
resortfor men &women. Hottub. Country
California trained professional offers samplers to: Mr. Paolo Lanni, P.O. Box 853—1560 or Beeper: 583—3354.
clubprivileges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge,
Sweetcheeks: You are the best thing
11, 80100 Napoli, Italy
full bodytherapeutic and sports massage.
Rt4, Box 155, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
that‘s ever happened to me. Let‘s moveto
Lookingfor Big Brother. GWM, 599", 145#,
1/, hours, by appointment, outcall only.
(501) 253—5283.
D.C., make every day count and live
in shape, stable, hard—working, seeks
Personalized gift certificates available.
The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—Circa
happily and forever together. I love you.
correspondence with decent, employed,
1896. Locatedon EurekaSprings Historic Craig 10 AM — 10 PM (901) 278—9768.
Hotbuns.
open—minded people. Write: J.B., Route
MopELs
District loop close to downtown shops &
3 Box 280C, Linden, TN 37096. What‘s a Tired of bars, want a relationship? Like to
restaurants. Completely renovated for
Master Tony and his nationwide buddies
start slow as friends, moving up from
comfort but still maintaining its old world
get it on from coast to coast. Call today stamp? You never know...
charm, elegance & romance. Picturesque
there?
Me, too. GWM, 21, looking for
MEMMOS Nationwide contact club for
andjoin thefun. All welcome. 18+, 7 days.
tree—covered hollow. The Arbour Gien,
GWM,
18—25.
P.O. Box 734, Hernando,
men enjoying mutual masturbation & oral
Leather, boots, watersports, tops,
#7 Lema, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
MS
38632.
bottoms, TLC, etc. (213) 874—1859.
_ sex. For info send SASE to MEMMOS,
(501) 253—9010.
POB 3145, Madison, WI 53740—0145.
Roommates WANTED
PERSONALS
CompuTER BuLLETIN BoARDS
Scotty from Alliance—If real men eat GWM, 41, professional seeks same to
Alliance
LL—The
odorless,
coloriess,
Jelelelelelels delelelelelels
sefelelelelele elefelelelele eleteletels
Robo‘s shorts, what do real women eat? share luxury executive home, 3500 S.F.,
and tasteless, all purpose leather club,
Second Wind BBS (901) 382—9466
3BR, 1‘/,BA, den, 20‘ x 15° LR. All
Signed,
Mule.
would like to thank Tsarus, Tribe, the
Memphis‘ Largest Adult BBS
Send
your
personal
ad
for
our
worldwide
amenities including cable w/HBO &
Pipeline, and all the Gay citizens of
Multi Lines, 40,000 Hot Files
friendship
newsletter.
Sample
newsletter
Cinemax, security system, closed circuit
Memphis for helping us with our third
HOT Messages * HOT Chats
adult movies, too many luxuries to list.
$3.
HIVfriendly.
SASE
and
age:
OWOM,
Anniversary Bash. Nothing like a truck
Over 2,000 Male Graphics
116
N.
Tustin,
Anaheim,
CA
92807:
Bedroom furnished or you bring your
load of people you love and respect.
StudsNet DoorNet ThrobNet
own.
Must be responsible, stable. $375
Benefits
AIDS.
FREE ACCESS (901) 388—8358
Attractive GWM, 28, 56", 130#, blond,
Single
white
male,
late
20‘s,
very
open—
per
mo.
includes all utilities except
PO Box 280415 Memphis TN
graduate student, Likes: computers,
minded,
looking
to
meet
an
open—minded
telephone
or short term weekly at $150.
38168
alternative music, progressive politics,
Phone
357—6400
24 hours.
or
Bifemale,
preferablywith
Bior
Lesbian
New Age, physical fitness, cute dudes.
EMPLOYMENT
Write: Jim, Rt. 1 Box 18, Gassville, AR
~
LIVE IN FLORIDA FREE. Work in Gay 72635.
Meetings at
travel office; also yard and house person
Desperately seeking Bi—Female or —
wanted. Lots or rave. Cau Don —
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
Lesbian for Bi— Deprived wife. She is 54",
904—625—8886.
210#, and 38yrs., young. Very attractive,
241 N. Cleveland St.
Live—in house manager for large
affectionate, caringlady. Husband can
Memphis, TN 38104.
3500S.F. homein Raleigh—Frayser watch, join in if asked or disappear. This
area. May hold full—time job in
(901) 276—7379
is not a joke, and we are not strange or
addition to duties at house. Will be _ deranged. Just very loving people. Reply
Phoemx (Alcoholics Anonymous)

Serving3GWM‘s. Payand benefits

uy:

wip protoand phoneto:Boxholder,P.0.
Box 34543, Bartlett, TN 38184.
GBF, 53", 128#, 19yearsyoung, athletic,
feminine, healthy, loveable, good—looking,
andfun—loving, seeking cutefeminine GF
with similar qualities for friendship first
with lover possibilities. Must have sense

8:00 pm Discussion
Sunday
8:00pm Traditions (Smoke Free)
Monday
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Tuesday
Wednesday 8:00pm Big Book Study
10:00 pm Discussion
Friday
Saturday
8:00 pm Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night withspeaker)

of humor. Lacher: 827—0874..
GEF (androgenistic/unisex—style, non—role
player), petite, healthy, independent &
traveled. I am and want a romantic,
compassionate, mature (any age),

Into The Light
(Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Discussion (Open)
8:00pm
Thursday
Discussion (Open)
Noon
12
Sunday
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last

decent, fun, sociably active. Feminine,
(any ethnic group), preferably Oriental—

Thurs.)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Discussion (Open, but participa—
8:00 pm
Friday

Buy a Subscription to the

Asian, Spanish/Mexican, orIndian. Write
to: Maria, 2805 Hickory Hill Road,

Mld'SOUth S-Gay and LeSblan

GWF, pre—med student, blond/blue,

s

1

a

,

«

Community Newspaper
f
12 Issues for $15
mailed First Class, discreetly, so you
don‘t have to wait for the news.

NAME
ADDRESS
«CITY
PHONE

STATE ___ ZIP

a
Mail to
Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

Memphis, TN 38115.

Sgggﬁgligsﬁggeﬁjohohcy
©
a

Alggﬁ‘gg ﬁgﬁggfrpdency meeting)

agugy Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
intelligent GWF witha —
feminine,
seeking
great sense
of humor and long hair. Non—
call For nformation
smoker/drinker. Want fun, friendship,
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization
possibly more. Let‘s get together in .
formed for the promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—
Memphis. Write: Madison, 600
Step meetings with a special outreach to the Gay and Lesbian
Eaglewood #B8, Dyersburg, TN 38024.
community. Business meetings are on the last Wednesday of
GWM, 32, looking for friends into SM/
the month at 6:30 pm.
leather scene. Write to: P.O. Box 1912,
k Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News
Cordova, TN 38088.
j
Leather—oriented young man seeks to
rent room from like—minded individual!
Make me an offer! P.O. Box 529,
Southaven MS 38671—0529.
I‘man Italianartist, 37/186/80 (Ed. Note—
notsure whatthesefiguresmean), good—
looking, masculine. Perhaps I willvisitthe
USAnextyear. Ifyouarepleasedto know
me for friendship, please write me: We
could have a nice time together. Paolo
Lanni, P.O. Box 11, 801 00, Napoli, Italy.
og!
mmc
vere nh1% Anvarrir
pinnaaaanereaaaaead#606600.06#®icenirononiwnarmnnon ncn in

by MANEFINDER®"
MCAUS
Kingsport SHARE IN THE ENDOWMENT:
23 yr. old SWM, very attractive, impressive
endowment, clean shaven, looking for black
males only. Well endowed a plus. #30385
Knoxville MUTUAL ATTRACTION: Attractive
man , clean shaven looking for other attractive
guys who want to hang out. #32074
Knoxville HELLO OUT THERE: 5‘8",
__ Blu/Btn, hairy seeks friendship with a caring
and loving companion. #19381

Chattanooga, CHUM SEEKER: 21 yr. old
GWM, 66", good build, looking for someone
to talk to and to become friends with. #229613
Chattanooga, OPTIONS OPEN: : 56"
attractive black male looking for friends of any
race for friendship and maybe more. #30795

e.
53
e
5
&S
P8
e
#—

Memphis THE SEEKER: 23 yr. old, pos, in
shape, good looking, seeking a quality
relationship with someone who never wants to
go to another gay bar for the rest of their
lives. Stach a plus. #31357

Nashville ANY RACE‘LL DO: 23 yr. old,
GWM, 62", looking for a TP man 18—50 yrs.
old. Any race is fine. 215096
PLACE
YOUR

FREE

PERSONAL

AD!

1—800—546—MENN
TN COME OUT AND PLAY: 27 yr. old
GWM, 59", hairy, into playing all sorts of
ways, seeks others to play with. #31224
TN BLOWN AWAY: GBM, 20, musician,
looking for someone who is interested in
having a good time and possibly a
relationship. #18856
Chattanooga, CHOO—CHOO: GBM looking
for 25—30 yr. old GBM wholikes movies and
spending the good times together. #229378

TN IT"S LIKE A JUNGLE IN THERE: GWM, 30,
6‘, 175, professional. I am into masculine, hry
chested men. #227102
Meet TENNESSEE Men Now!
TN BREAK ON THRU: Shy GWM, 26, 59", 155.
Seeking another GWMs 21—30 who are shy. Call me
and we‘ll talk. #27134

Nashville JUST STARTING?: 23 yr old Bi—WM,
clean and discreet, 6‘, 150. Into movies and C&W.
Inexperienced and seeking same, 18—25. #221655
TN READY FOR THE REAL THING: | am fired of
dreaming about it (so‘s my hand). I need a firm but
gentle top to makeit all happen. I am 40, 511",
145, outdoors type. 224197

Federal Way, MORE PHYSICAL THAN
META: GBM sensitive into the metaphysical. |
like to rough house and am not into one night
stands. #17129
Jackson, RED RIDING HEAD: 6‘, clean cut,
short beard looking for red heads who enjoy
the outdoors. #30241
Kingsort, HEY, BIG DADDY: Looking for
well endowed black men. I am a cute BTM,
smooth and well endowed. Daddy types a
plus. #30431
Memphis, BACK TO BLACK: Looking for
young Black men in the early 20‘s. If this is
you, give me a call. #30136
Memphis, LET‘S HOOK UP: GBM,
interested in meeting any guys 30—60 yrs. old.
Looking forward to meeting you. #30740
Memphis, COMMON GROUND: 26 yr.
old GBM, new to Memphis into theater,
dancing and more seeks friends to share in
similar interests. #30861

TN SMOOTH/TRIM: 28 yr old WM, 56", 150
and athletic. Smooth guy seeks others, 18—22. Built is
A+. 224918

TN TOP SHELF: All—around good guy,
professional, 21, med build, seeks a good person to
enjoy quality evenings with. #20701

Memphis HOUSECALL: 40 YO Physician is just
getting back into the swing. I like the theater and
classical music. #1326

FEATURES...

TN BREAK ME IN: WM, 34, 510", 180. | am
new to this and seeking a WM 30—40 YO. #220982

* HOME NUMBERS x TALK LIVE
* ALL LIFESTYLES * LATEST ADS
FIRST x FREE MESSAGE CHECK
* FREE AD PLACEMENT
* DISCREET CALL BACK SERVICE
~* CONFIDENTIAL
* SORTED BY AREA CODE

TN HEY, GRIZZLY!: 32 yr old, full beard, stache.
Into workouts and hairy men. Bears and lthr A+.
#20998

Nashville WHATS ALL THE HOOP—LA?: Curious
white male. Please call me at home and let‘s talk.
#13277

BIRTHDAY SUIT: GWM, 40, 56", 160 seeks a
caring and honest guy. Hairy A+. I am into getting
back to nature. #15326

TN TPGUN: 45 yr old daddy seeks a yng sub.
#11500
:

TN ALL AROUND PAL: SWM, 26, 58", 160.
Hard/hry professional seeks a buddy. #18051

ALL—AROUND GOOD GUY: Easy—going
outdoorsy type seeks 20—30 yearolds for great
times. #16418
LET‘S GET STARTED: 27 year old. | am mixed
race and seek a nice white guy for friendship.
#16382

TN ARE YOU THERE?: | am looking for other guys
in this area. I am 35 and vry discreet. #12618
TN DREAM MAN: 28 year old guy is attractive
and outgoing. Call me and pls be discreet. #14069
TN CLASSROOM ETIQUETTE: Bi—black male
seeking someone to teach me a few things. #14718

ROCK JOCKS: 25 year old guy seeks rockers,
surfers and jocks up to 24. Tp guys only. #16829

CALLING ALL COPS: Total discretion assured.
Please call. State troopers A+. #3113

GET OUT THE DENIM: 27 year old is into a one
on one with a guy his age. Blue jeans and flannels
A+. 216929

Memphis, HEY JOCKS: handsome, 25, 510,
165lbs, jock type, {like tall smooth jock types) enjoy
back rubs too, hoping you call. # 8591

The Phone
Call That

~ TN CARE TO DOMINATE?: 29 yr old hot hairy
handsome bm seeks carefree domination. #25821

Could

TN SINGLE AGAIN: 6‘2", 200, blk male, very
attractive. Into singing, quiet evenings at home,
going out. Seeking blk males 25+. #26184

Change Your
Summer!

Batesville FRAT PRES. HAS PROOF: 23 yr old
black hair and grn eyes seeks to exchange amateur
videos. Mine star me and my frat bros. #23655
Clarksville STUD ROMP: 35 yr old, 6‘2", 220. Big
hry guy seeks other mase studs to romp with.
#24150
Fort Smith FULLY LOADED: 25 yr old GBM, 62", 160.
Into art, music, dancing and am seeking a friend for a
possible relationship. #24166
Hot Springs WHERE ARE THE BABES?: Just
moved and am having trouble meeting good—looking
guys. I am—5‘10", 165. Sick of mind games. 224956

Nashville, SUNNYSIDE UP: 22 yr. old ,
GWM into hairy men 18—40 yrs. old for some
really fantastic times. #30639

Memphis BRONZED: 6‘3", 190, dark guy with a
good tan is ready for your call anytime. #223370

Chattanooga CHOO—CHOO: GBM looking for 25—
30 yr. old GBM who likes movies and spenging the

TN WHAT THE WIFE WONT DO: 6‘1", —
BLONDE Seeking men to explore my fantasies. I am
married. #20102

Chattanooga YOU MET HIM HERE: 28 yr old blk
male, 511", 185 and smooth. I am seeking a masc
male of any race. #11815

TN NOTHING RISKY: 24 yr old Bi—WM, brn/blu.
I am clean and discreet and expect same. #221655

Knoxville ROD CASTING: 35 yr old WM, blonde
and blue. Into camping, the outdoors, hiking and
fishing. Hoping to build a relationship with a guy,
33—40. #23441

TN, SHOW ME YOUR BADGE: GWM,
58" , mase, BTM, looking for cops to
massage. | want you to be my master.
#31050

TN BIG AND IN CONTROL: dom 41 yr old male.
6‘4", 300, seeking subs for get—togethers. I am
clean, discreet and health conscious. Call me at
home. #19299

MUST BE CARING: 25 year old into hiking,
biking and good conversation. Seeking mod. athletic
guys who care about others. #17088

TN WHAT WOULD YOU GIVE ME?: My B—day
is coming up. 29 yr old GWM, 510", 145. Seeking
a GWM, 25—45. I am into movies, dancing and
poetry, whips, chains, Annie Lennox and more.
©24994

Nashville, CAN YOU RELATE?: GM, 57"
attractive seeks a friendship and relationship
race unimportant. #30624

good times together. #29378

I

Nashville MIRROR IMAGE: GWM seeks same. |
am 62", blonde/blu vers BTM. Call if you‘re H—O—T.
#28311

Memphis JET—SET: Cosmopolitan mase top. GWM,
fit, intelligent seeks a mase BTM for relationship.
#26503

Memphis LET ME TEACH YOU: Older guy
looking for younger dudes black or white.
Need
I‘m your man. #12080

Nashville IN THE COMPANY OF MEN:
39 yr. old, 65", mase, looking for the
company of other men for friendship and
more. #32241

TN LOTS OF OPTIONS: WM, very sub, seeks
dom men. Blk a specialty. I am into lthr, kink and
phone fun. Call for my home number. #1638

Memphis BIG IS BETTER: 24 yr old seeks GMs,
18—30, heavy A+. Call for home number. #25705

Memphis SHIVER ME TIMBERS: GWM,
37, 511", Biln/Brn, attractive, pos seeks
others into going out and having fun. #31755

yrs. old. Nothing has to be large except your
brain. #32186

Nashville WHITE SEEKS BLACK: WM seeks
extremely well—endowed dominant blk men. #27329

TN ANYTHING FOR YOU: 24 yr old WM, 6‘,
160, semi—hry. Seeking a WM, 21—50 for an LTR|
am willing to relocate. Into cooking, walks, music
and romance. #2617

Memphis WALLY TO MY BEAVER: GWM,
23, 510", nicely built seeking someone who
is like a big brother and likes to go out and
likes the outdoors. #31744

Nashville HEAD MATTERS: 510", hairy
GM, good looking, looking for as guy 25—50

TN BIG HAIRY HOUND DOG: | am 32 call me. I
am ready to howl. #18925

TN FULL LOAD: 35 yr old WM. I am great looking
and seek mase guys for a good time. Call me at
home. #27396

Memphis CUB LOOKING FOR HIS BEAR:
SWM cub, 6‘, stach and beard looking for
single white hairy bears. I am a non— smoker
and you should be too. #21654

Nashville I CAME, 1 SAW, I CAME
AGAIN: 28 yr. old bi male, healthy, seeks
someone under 35 yrs. old who is healthy and
mase. #31376

Memphis ‘TIS BETTER TO RECEIVE: Seeking yng
dudes who like to receive. Call me at home. #27607

Knoxville DOWN HOME: 41 yr old down home
white male conservative. Into the Smoky mins and
classical music. #19379

TO RESPOND TO THESE ADS AND 1,000‘s MORE CALL:

Memphis RING MY BELL: 6‘, 33, 180. Into
outdoor sports and music. Call me at home. #20811
TN GLORY BE: 23 year old guy is into history
music and seeking a Christian mate. #18622

1—900—737—6AYS

TOUCH—TONE REQUIRED. OVER 18 ONLY. 415—281—3183. STILL ONLY $1 .QQ/MIN,

HOW TO JOIN US... TOLL—FREE
+ Call 1—800—546—6366. Our system assists you. It‘s easy, 100% automated and it‘s FREE! (24 hrs).
You never speak to an operator to place your ad.
* You are instantly on the system simply by placing one telephone call. You can even expect to receive
messages the same day you sign on the system. Your Voice Greeting will be printed like the ones you see here.
* Our exclusive Message Delivery System option allows you to receive messages from other callers
directly at your phoneat no charge to you! You may activate, deactivate or reprogram your number as
often as you like. No one ever knows your phone number. The system is discreet, confidential & easy.

HOW TO MEET THEM
| + Call 1—900—737—GAYS and press 3 to respond to ads you like,
Press 2 to browse Guys by area code or press * to pick—up
messages left for you. ($1.99/min., avg. call 4—min.)
+ Press 2 to get a jump on the competition and hear new ads before
they get published by using our exclusive Fast Browse Feature.
« Comments or Questions call 1—415—281—3183
«
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9
PM
$5 Cover with 1st Beer or Beer Bust
_ "Stage by Scottie"
Club 501

12 Noon — 3 AM « 7 Days
Special Events
12—7 Happy Hour
July 4th 3 PM
—
Beer Bust _
"501" Patio Party
8 PM — 2 AM Mon — Sat
BBQ Shoulder with the Works
2 PM — 6 PM Sun
__Sun, July 31st —3. PM.
_ Patio Party —

Club 505
(Showbar)
é
4 PM— 12 Midnight » Sun — Thurs
4 PM — 2 AM « Fri — Sat
Happy Hour 12 — 7
Shows :
Beer Bust
Fri 12 Midnight
Sun 9 PM — 12 Midnight
Sat 11 PM & 1 AM
Mon — Sat 8 PM — 1 AM
Sun 10 PM
25¢ Draft
Dance Floor Open

|_|

AK 3‘) s
Rs:s '.501 Welcomes Southern Country Fri 9 — 12

Mike/Lorretta & Staff Express Our Sincere Appreciation to All
<<

the Sponsors & Supporters of "Beyond Tea" Which Raised Over
$1700 for the Adult Special Care Clinic — The Med.

111 North Claybrook » 274—8655

